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SYMPTOM I PROCEDURE 
I 
S-BAND CD 
II I HEATER 11 _ JJ C~k S- BAND an-~~~=~-7-~·tenna temperature 
YELLOW 
Light ON if S-BANO 
ANTENNA temp 
<-64° F or > 153° F 
Light goes OFF 
when HTR : CONT 
TEMP/ PRESS MON 
sel is set to S-BAND 
position. 
I 
LM- 3 , Light will 
r::s ~:ri~;a:~;T ~n- I 
CWEA is closed or 
cycled after CB 
1 
HEATERS : RCS 
SYS A/B 1/2(8) 
are closed. 
• HTR CONT: TEMP 
MON sel- S-BAND I 'N~O~R!lM!!:A~L~----------{~.~-~.l~~'-~-~-!_r~~;-~~-1 HTR CONT: TEMP ind?f-!- r- CWEA FAILURE 
< -64°F 
I IJ Is S-BAND 
L----~--antenna operating ? 
NO 
.@J Attempt to increase 
temperature 
• CB AC BUS B : S-BAND 
ANT- close 
• CB COMM : S-BAND 
ANT- close 
• TRACK MODE 
sw-SLEW 
Light stays ON 
Monitor all temps on 
CWEA with HTR 
CONT : TEMP meter 
YES I 2J PROBABLE 
-. INSTRUMENTATION 
FAILURE 
All C 8 W and TEMP ind 
monitoring may be lost 
Does temp remain same"n. ~Y=E=s_ .. - ..,._■ 14.,_,I COLO SOAK OR 
REMARKS 
(D When HEATER light goes 
OFF, S-BANO antenna temp 
must return within limits before 
HEATER light will again signal 
S - BAND temp out of limits 
{!pl,, - '5-Z to - -;Jg I 
- ~11 ~p 
I 
NO I NSTRF~~~~~~TION 
~1:~c_B_H_T_R ___ s-_-B_A_N_D-7¥~ j 


















' .£1 Check heater circuitry 
• CB HTR: S-BAND ANT-~Y_E_S_ .... ■ 3::.,il S-BAND HEATER 1----to 1.J Maintain S-BANO 
-open I CIRCUITRY FAILURE I temp within limits 
Does temp decrease ? • Leave CB HTR : 
NO S-BAND ANT-open. 
YES~ Is S-BAND 
1 antenna operating ? 
NO . ~ HEAT SOAK OR _I INSTRUMENTATION 
'--------•■ FAILURE 
§J Checking ,nstr!lmenta -
• lion 
• Continue S- BAND 
antenna operation. 
• When S-BAND anten-




CB AC BUS B: 
S-BAND ANT-open 
CB COMM :S-BANC 
ANT- open 
Does temp decrease ? ~ 
HEAT SOAK NO I 
.__ ______ ,_l!;IJ, INSTRUMENTATION I 
I FAILURE 
All ca.w and TEMP ind 
monitoring is lost 
• If needed, cycle CB 




Loss of ICS t-t-----------w..J ~ switch 
~-------' positions? 
Crewman who 








• Each crewman 
individuol ly con-
duct comm check 
with MSFN/CSM 
using PTT button, 
other crewman 




NO Tx of comm check( 
Rx OK 
• AUDIO CONT 
sw-BU 
comm: 
• Use either audio 
center 




Switch over to VHF B 
and es1ablish voic e 
communications with 
CSM 
• COM M: '✓ HF B 
XM TR sw- VOICE 
• COMM: VHF B 
RC VR sw- ON 
• AUDIO: VHF B sw-
T / R 
All VHF and S- band 
voice reception lost . 
Transmission OK . 
VHF A back-up re-
ceiver OK . 
• AUDIO: VHF A RCVR 
VOICE BU sw-ON 
•LMP AUDIO CONT 
sw -NORM 
• CDR AUDIO CONT 
sw-BU 
•COMM : VHF A XMT 
sw -ON 
•AUDIO : VHF A 





' MSFN report VHF 
STATUS or trouble-
shoot as shown be-
low 
9 COMM: VHF A RCVR 
SW- ON 
COMM: VHF B RCVR 
sw-OFF 
VHF A receives 
OK? 
NO 
VHF B receives 
OK? 
NO 
Use VHF A RCVR 
VOICE BU to re-
cei ve and transmit 
on VHF, S-band, 
or use emergency 
key. 
5 VHF A TRANS -
MITTER OR COAX 
FAILURE 
1-Y.:...E_S--+!.l.-"IVHF A RCVR OK 
t--Y_E _ S-1=3 VHF B RCVR OK 
REMARKS 
CD Assumptions : 
a. MSFN /CSM available 
within LOS . 
b. CSM configured to re-





Loss of VHF A 
simplex voice 
with CSM (MSFM 
not available) 
5 
c ·annot acqu ire 
S- band phase-
lo ck 
Loss of uplink lock 
is indicated by 
noise in headset 
and COMM ANT: 
SIGNAL STRENGTH 
ind < 1.3 
PROCEDURE 
I Is intercomm failed ? 
NO 
2 Reconfigure to VHF B 
simplex 
~ COMM : VHF B XMTR 
sw- VOICE 
• COMM: VHF B RCVR 
sw - .QN 
• AlJ_DIO : VHF B sw~ Tl R 
VHF voice OK? 
NO 
Use VHF for voice 
comm 
2 •COMM: S- BAND 
XMTR/RCVR sw- SEC -
• Reacquire phase - I ock 
YES 
YES 
I CSM OR U,t XMTR 





Phase -lock reacquired ? 1--------= S-BAND RCVR 
NO 
~--- ---- - -----S-BAND ANTENNA SYS-
EM FAILURE 
Loss of all S- band func-
tions 
REMARKS 
CD Assumptions : 
CSM configured to receive 





Loss of VHF comm 




LM unable to Tx 
to CSM and PLSS. 
All Rx OK. 
Switch audio centers 
•AUDIO CONT sw-
BU 
LMP Audio : 
•VHF A sw-T/R 
VHF B sw- RCV 
•AUDIO CONT sw-
BU 
LMP Audio : 
•VHF A sw-T/R 







LMP Audio : 
•VHF A sw-T/R 




LMP Audio : 
•VHF A sw-T/R 
•VHF B sw- RCV 
COMM OK? 
7 Reconfigure to 
CSM secondary re-
lay mode 
•AUDIO: VHF A sw-
RCV 




form LM and CSM 
of change with 
XMTR or hand sig-
nals. 
In LM: 
•AUDIO: V.HF A sw-
RCV 
•AUDIO: VHF B sw-
T/R 





a. LM and CSM Tx/Rx on VHF 
A and Rx on VHF B 
b. Primary mode 
6 
PLSS Tx voice and EMU 
data on VHF B and Rx voice 
on VHF A 
c. Secondary mode 
PLSS Tx voice only on VHF 




Loss of 5- band 
voice comm 
Assumes ~ lock (COMM 
ANT : SIGNAL 
STRENGTH ind read-
ing > I) 
PROCEDURE 
NO 
2 Establish VHF 








5- 0 UP VOICE OR DOWN VOICE Try secondary S -
NO UP VOICE -DOWN VOICE OK 
NO DOWN VOICE -
UP VOICE OK. 
•COMM: $-BAND 
XMTR/RCVR sw -
SEC (Reacquire $ 
lock) 
•COMM: $-BAND , 
MODULATE sw- FM 
Voice 
BIOMED sw.:. OFF 
Voice OK ?1 
NO 
J 
YES To "A" Page ~ 
·Ranging lost while 
· in FM position. 
Primary 5- band. 
XMTR/RCVR is 
operable . 
Total loss of S -
band capability 
band Tx/Rx 
• COMM: $-BAND 
XMTR /RCVR sw-
SEC ( Reacquire 
(I) lock) 
Voice/PCM OK ? 
NO 
7 Try secondary 
S- band Tx / Rx 
•COMM : $-BAND 
XMTR / RCV sw -
SEC ( Reacquire $ 
lock) 
Voice OK ? 
NO 
17 
·Turn off 5-band 
to obtain ranging 
• COMM: $-BAND 
VOICE sw - OFF 
• Use VHF for comm 
Safe system and 
• COMM: 5-BAND 




Total loss of 
5- band capability 
Total loss of all 5-
band reception . 
Downlink OK . 
REMARKS 
CD Assumptions: 
a) $-BAND XMTR/RCVR in 
PRIM 
b) Suit and headset deter -
mined not faulty . 
7 
SYMPTOM 
"t:.' from page I 
•COMM: S-BAND BIO-
MED sw - LEFT or 
RIGHT ' 
Voice OK ? 
via speech processor 
•COMM : S-BAND BIO -
MED sw- OFF 




DOWN VOICE SUB---------~ 
CARRIER LOST 
Ranging lost while in 
VO.ICE BU 
FAIL- - ------
Ranging lost wh ile in 
VOICE BU . 
Biomed los t . 
• COMM : S-BAND VOICE 
sw - OFF 





One crewman has 
abnormal hot mike 
9 
MSFN reports lass 
of S-bond telemetry. 
i ~IA~ liGI 0 ~ 
..... 
Check PTT buttons 
Is microphone still hot? 
NO 
•AUDIO CONT sw -
NORM 
•AUDIO: yox sw-PTT 
•Attempt to talk to 
CSM/MSFN without 
depressing PTT button 
Is sidetone heard and 
CSM/MSFN receiving 
voice? 
•AUDIO CONT sw- BU 
- or-
•AUDIO: VOX sw-PTT 
( Probable loss of VOX 
ICS capability) 
eCOMM : S-BAND 
MODULATE sw - FM 
OK? YES 
PROCEDURE 
A'tA OR UMBILICAL 




•AUDIO CONT sw- BU 
-ar-
• Proceed as in step 4 
• If unable to unstick PTT 
switch, proceed as 
shown below 
•AUDIO: VHF and 
S-BAND T/R sw-RCV 
•Cycle switch ta TI R to 
transmit and then bock 
to RCV 
Capability to transmit all 
S-band TM lost. 
Loss of simultaneous 
ranging and PCM ca pa -
bility. PCM is being 
transmitted in present 
switch configuration 
eCOMM : S-BAND 
MODULATE LATE sw-P 
•COMM : S-BAND 








Light ON if: 
Cabin p,ess. < 4.45-
3.7 psia ---
Light inhibited in 
EGRESS mode 
_I ___ ,.... ___ , 
L.4bn, 
I 





PRESS REG A 8 B 
IN CABIN 
{:.=..=;ls~L~M~s:ta::g:e::;d';?=~j'.f;_s___~t~ ls CABIN PRESS still lcY::::E::':S=t .. 4.,__ 
decreasing? CABIN PUNCTURE 
i CABIN I Hlmts NO 
1REPRESSI 8 
-o.;:.-F~--~G~~ 
staged I AUTO I off 
Staged TcLOSED-+ on -
NO 
•Don helmets and gloves 
•PRESS REG A 8 B vlvs-
EGRESS 
•CABIN GAS RETURN 
vlv-EGRESS 
•Verify SUIT GAS DIV 
vlv - PULL EGRESS 
G RELIEF VALVE 
LEAKS IN AUTO 
7 If ASC o2 qty is suffi -
cient to make up loss of 
cabin press : 
• Continue CABIN mode 
of operation . 
If not : 
• Configure to EGRESS 
mode (block 5) 
Is ECS: CABIN PRESS . ._YE_S__.~9 CABIN PUNCTURE 
ind still decreasing ? 
NO 
Check relief/ dump valves 
• CABIN REPRESS vlv-
MANUAL until cabin 
press. is normal, then AUTO 
•UIH and F/H CABIN RE-
LIEF and DUMP vlvs-
AUTO individually 
Restricted to EGRESS 
mode of operation 
Does Ecs : CABIN PRESS ..,Y_,,E,.,,S_._,r-l_l SELECTED RELIEF 
ind decrease? ' VALVE LEAKS IN AUTO 
NO 
15 
Deactivate cabin repress valve 
• CB ECS : CABIN 1(. 
REPRESS - open · 
~CABIN _ _ tt 9ley- wY"'E.,,S__...,...16~ 
CWEA FAILURE 
CABIN REPRESS vlv norm-
ally deactivated when staged 
NO 
CABIN warn.It stays ON. 
Use CABIN PRESS ind . 




•SUIT GAS DIV vlv-PU)...L 
EGRESS 
•CA~N GAS RETURN 
vlv- EGRESS -' 
Restricted to EGRESS 
mode of opera! ion 
•Bad CABIN RELIEF and 
DUMP vlv - CLOSE 
• Good CAB IN RELIEF and 
DUMP vlv - AUTO 
14 
Reconfigure to cabin mode 
• PRESS REG A 8 B vlvs-
CABIN 
•CA~N GAS RETURN 
vlv- AUTO 
• SUIT GAS DIV vlv -
PUSH CABIN 
17 If unstaged : 
•CB ECS : CABIN RE-
PRESS - close 
REMARKS 
(i) Assumptions : 
In staged mode, the following normal 
configuration is used: 
Helmets and gloves donned. 
CABIN REPRESS vlv-CLOSE 
PRESS REG A 8 B vlvs - CABIN 
SUIT GAS DIV vlv-PULL EGRESS 
CABIN GAS RETURN vlv-EGRESS 
In qnstaged mode, the following nor-
mal configuration is used : 
Helmets and gloves doffed. 
CABIN REPRESS vlv-AUTO 
PRESS REG A 8 B vlvs - CABIN 
SUIT GAS DIV vlv -PUSH CABIN 






Light ON if: cabin 
press. <4.45-3.7 I 
psia in CABIN mode. 
Light should not 
come ON with 
PRESS REGS A 8 B 





PRESS REG A 8 B 
. IN EGRESS 
Are SUIT ISOL valvesl:=='===l!t-!11.!t!.Q.!'..l.......!..!!!!.....!.!J!!..!.._l 
i n SUIT DISCONNECT 
NO 
Determine if cabin re-
press valve solenoid and 
cabin worn. It relay ore 
shor led to ground by re -
moving power 
•CB ECS: CABIN RE-
PRESS -open 
Does CABIN worn. It 
stay ON? 
NO 
12 CABIN REPRESS 
'--------SOLENOID AND CABIN 











Light ON if : 
Suit press.<3.12 psia 
in EGRESS mode 
Suit fon No. 2 foils 
while in use . 
LM-3 : SUIT/FAN 
warn. It and SUIT FAN 
comp It will come ON 
momentarily when 
switching SUIT FAN sel 
from lto2. SUIT/FAN 
warn. It may come ON 
by itself 3 to 7 seconds 
later. 
PROCEDURE 
2 ,_ SUIT ISOLA-
TI ON valves in SUIT 
DISCONNECT? 
C;;-bln reji";~s will-
occur if CABIN RE-
PRESS valve is en-
abled and SUIT ISOL 
valves in SUIT DI S-
CONNECT. 
Reconf igure ECS 
•Doff helmet and 
gloves 
• PRESS REG A 8 B 
vlvs- CABIN 
• CABIN GAS RE-
TURN vlv -AUTO 
• SUIT GAS DIVERT-
ER vlv-PUSH 
CABIN 
• CB ECS: CABIN 
FAN I a 2 - close 
•PRESS REG A 8 B 
vlvs - DIRECT 02 
peri odi cally to 




Both SUIT ISOL 
vlvs - Hold in SUIT 
FLOW 
CB Ecs : SUIT 
FLOW CONT - open 
:~~I:~~ l_6~~.0 YES 
psia? 




Torn - suit protection 
lost 
Close and latch forward hatch 
CABIN REPRESS vlv -MANUAL until cabin 
press. is 4.6 - 5.0 psia then AUTO 
PRESS REG A 8 B vlvs - CABIN 
CABIN GAS RETURN vlv-AUTO 
SUIT GAS DIVERTER vlv-PUSH CABIN 
CB ECS: CABIN FAN I 8 2 - close 
REMARKS 
CD Assumptions: 
a. SUIT warning - Suit fan I in 
opera t ion - cabin de pres -
surized (cabin would not be 
depressed if suit fan I had 
failed). 




ECS Component II ON? 
YELLOW NO 
5 
I ECS ~==1M• SUIT FAN sel- 2 
L====:::::::J 





ECS coul II slays ON. 
Use MASTER ALARM 
and appropriate comp. 
Its and meters for CO2 
H20 sep, GLYCOL 
PUMP, and SUIT FAN 
I failures 
stop when failure 1----,._,..., 
FAN I FAILED 
, - suiiFAN - -1 
I 
I @ I 
L_ -- - ___ J 
YELLOW 
Both lights ON if 
suit fan A p <6 in. 
H2 0; OFF when 
Ap>8 in H20. 
LM-3: Both lights 
will illuminate 
momenlari ly when 
switching SUIT FAN 
from 21ol. ECS 
caut II may illum-
inate momentarily 
by itself 3 to 7 




r- - ------, 
1 H20 SEP : 
I I 
I fo' I 
I ~ I L _______ ..J 
YELLOW 
Both lights ON if 
HzO SEP speed 
< 800 rpm 
was noted '? 
NO 
SUIT FAN comp 
II OFF ? 
NO 
Does HiO SEP camp. 
It stay ON for more 
than 2 min? 
NO 
4 
• ~~~~ "fE~in 
use 
Does HzO SEP COfflll 
It c- ON 099in ? 
NO 
YES SUIT FAN I OUT-
PUT DEGRADED 






7 • SUIT FAN sel-I 
• CB ECS: SUIT 
Suit fan Input to 
CWEA inoperative. 
Fan failure may be 
detected by suit flow 
reduction and H2 0 
sep comp II. 
zO SEP comp 
ECS caul I 
. Use appr 
eters and C 
o detect CO2, 
,,. , and suit 
ailures . Crew c 
or! is only ind· 
SEP 
If usi119 PRIM EVAP 
FLOW : 
•Insure WATER TANK 
SEL vlv - DES or ASC 
If 18in11 PRIM EVAP 
FLO# NO. 2 or SEC 
EVAP FLOW: 
•Insure WATER TAN< 
SEL vlv - SEC 
*'-"' to cycle Mtt-..... : 
•WATER ·sEP HI vtv-
olhet separator 
•Contir.ie to cycle 
WATER SEP sel vlv bet-
ween sel)Qralors when 
H20 SEP comp II 
comes ON 
REMARKS 4 
CD Assumptions: 5 







I CO2 I 
I 
: © I 
L _______ J 
YELLOW 
Both lights ON if pp 
CO2 > 7.6mm Hg. 
I • Cross- check PART 
PRESS CO2 meter 
• CO2 CANNISTER sel-
SEC 
What WOI CO2 port press 
prior to selecting sec-
ondary cannister ? 
<7.6mmHg >7.6mmHg 
PROCEDURE REMARKS 7 
CD Nominal life of primary LiOH car-
tridge is 41 man -hours; of secondary 





i GLYCOL I I 
I O 1 L ____ _ __ _j 
YELLOW I 
GLYCOL comp It 




•CB ECS: GLYCOL 
PUMP AUTO TRNFR -
open 
•CB ECS: GLYCOL 
PUMP I - close 
•CB ECS : GLYCOL 
PUMP 2 - close 
•Check both glycol 
pumps 
If both pumps failed, 
activate secondary 
glycol loop as follows : 
•WATER TANK SEL 
vlv- SEC 
•GLYCOL sel-lNST(SEC) 
•CB ECS: GLYCOL 
PUMP SEC - close 
•SEC, EVAP FLOW vlv· 
OPEN 
• Reconfigure electrical 
loads for secondary 
loop opera! ion per 
normal procedures 
· r - - GLYCOL - -, •G_LYcoL PUMP 
: rr:-i -,----
1 lQJ ! GLYCOL comp It ON 
L _ _ _ _ ___ ...1 NO 
YELLOW 
GLYCOL comp II ON 
if pump t.P < 3 psid 
PROCEDURE 
GLYCOL COMP LT RE 
LAY FAILED CLOSED 
GLYCOL PUMP I 
FAJLED 
ReMlect pump I 
• CB ECS , GLYCOL 
PUMP AUTO TRNFR 
-o,e,i 
• GLYCOL HI - PUMP I 
• CB ECS , GLYCOL 
PUMP AUTO TRNFR 
-cloM 
Glycol pufflf) outo 
tninafer operable . 
GLYCOL camp It re-
mains ON . Monitor 






L..=:=G=L=Y=C=O=L==J-.;----~~ Glycol temp ) i;iO"-) 
YELLOW ~ 
< Lt ON if , 
Glycol temp > 50°F 
,I" Glycol accumulator 
level< 10% (pri-
mary I oop only) 
"(~ 
'----~---~'<'t:5 
• PRIM EVAP FLOW \tf ~ 
- -CLOSE 




•CB Ecs , GLYCOL 
PUMP I -close 





• Reduce electrical load 
• Wait about 10 minutes 
Restart primary 
glycol loop 
• CB ECS , GLYCOL 
PUMP I - close 
• CB ECS , GLYCOL 
AUTO TRNFR - close 
W,hen g'lcol tern p is ,, 
> 50 F or pump press. 
begins to fluctuate, pro-
ceed to next step . 
Activate secondary 
glycol loop 
• WATER TANK sel 
vlv - SEC 
• GLYCOL sel-lNST(SEC) 
• CB ECS, GLYCOL 
PUMP SEC-close 
• SEC EVAP FLOW vlv-
OPEN 
• Reconfigure elect-
rice I loads for second-
ary loop operation per 
normal procedures 
• PRIM EVAP FLOW 
• ~1~ E~:PE~Low,.. l 
.r-CLOSE 
Descent water no longer 
available for cooling 
.__--J.,--• Cycle electrical loads 
NO 
LYCOL caut It stays 
during primary glycol 
loop operation . Primary 
loop temp monitoring 
lost . Use GLYCOL meter 
IQ_ monitor glycol press . 
as necessary to maintain 









11 11 I I Using DES or ASC 
ASC 
_ 2 I Cheek ASC No. 2 H:zO WATER QTY -
I 
H20 '? ten 
YELLOW DES •C►.!IH20 QTY MON sw-
Light ON if , ASC 2 
DES. H20 QTY 
I ~ 
Difference between tanks 
< 16 % > 15%? 
Either ASC H20 
NO 
QTY< 95% un- I staged 
When staged 15 % 
difference in ASC I H20 tanks 
LM -3 , light will not 
I be operative unless 4 Is one tank steady and CB (16) INST ,cwEA 
is closed or cycled the other tank decreas -
after CB (16) INST, 
I 
ino? 
SIG SENSOR is NO 
closed. 
I ,. 
~ ~ DESCENT N2 OR ~ Ecs , H20 QTY ind I 16%? H20 LEAK OR INSTRU-MENTATION FAILURE NO 
I 
Descent water quantity re-
maining unknown . When 
glycol temp increases 
above normal (40-50°F), 
I 





Check ASC H20 tanks 
• Ci/H20 QTY MON 
sw-ASC I 82 
I ECS , H20 QTY Ind YES (Both tanks) 
< 95 % either tank ? • NO YES I UQJ PRIM EVAP FLOW 
NO. 2 OR SEC EVAP 
FLOW VALVE LEAKS 
I IN CLOSED POSITION 




I ill N2 OR HiQ LEAK OR SENSOR FAILURE 
IN LOW ASCENT 
I ' 
TANK 
rc( I Quantity remaining in low WEA FAILURE tank unknown 
I WATER QTY caut II stays 
ON. Monitor ECS , H20 
QTY meter. 
I 
fs:•Ci/H20 QTY MON 
-DES 
I 
w - CWEA FAILURE 
WATER QTY emit It stays 
ON. Monitor ECS ' H20 
QTY meter 
YES (ru CLOGGED FEED LINE 
7FROM STEADY TANK 
UiJ N2 OR H20 LEAK 
-10R SENSOR FAILURE 
IN LOW ASCENT TANK 
Quantity remaining in low 
tank unknown 
Ill 
- Cycle valves .to reseat 
• PRIM EVAP FLOW 
NO. 2 vlv - OPEN then 
CLOSE 
• SEC EVAP FLOW vlv -
OPEN then CLOSE 
• 02/ H20 QTY MON 
sw-C/W RESET then 
DES 
_ L@JeCi/HiQ QTY MON 7 sw - C/W RESET then 
DES 
REMARKS 
(D Assumptions , 
a. While unstaged 0i/H20 QTY 
MON sw-DES 
II 




Using DES 02 
YELLOW 
Light ON if: 
DES 02 QTY< 5% 
Either ASC 02 QTY 
< 80 % before stag-
ing 
ASC 0 2 tank # I 










•02/H20 QTY MON 
sw- DES 









Check ascent oxygen 
•02/H20 QTY 
MON sw - ASC 1/2 
Is ECS : 0 2 QTY ind . 





C/W monitoring of 
oxygen system lost . 
Use 02 QTY ind. 
PROCEDURE 
4 .6 ~5.0 
ps1a 
cabin pressure 
• PRESS REG 8 
vlv - DIRECT 02 
for "' 10 minutes 
then- CABIN 
Does Ecs : CABIN 
PRESS ind . increase 
to 5 .4 psia ? 
NO 
NO 
Q Applicable only when using DESCENT 02 
tanks 
Capability to moni-
tor low tank quanti-
ty lost if transducer 
failed . 
• DES 02 vlv-
CLOSE 
• CABIN REPRESS 
vlv-CLOSE 
• ASC 0 2 # I vlv-
OPEN 
• Don helmets 
and gloves and 
configure EC S 
for closed suit 
loop operation . 
• Ci/H20 QTY 
MON sw-C/W 
RESET then ASC I 
REMARKS 12 
(i) Assumptions : 
When ASC Ci is selected, #I 
tank is selectecl first . 
~ MSFN can check for transducer 
failure and read 02 manifold 




USING ASC 02 
02 QTY 
YELLOW 
Light ON If: 
DES 02 QTY < 5% I 
Either ASC 02 
QTY < 80% 
before staging 
ASC 02 tank #1 
QTY < 10% after 
sta~lng 
LM -3: 02 QTY 
light will not be 
operative unless 
CB (16) INST:CWEA 
Is closed or cycle 






YES Is ECS: 02 QTY 
Ind. < 80 % either 
tank? 
NO 
TANK #1 <80 % 
I 
I 
Is ECS: 02 QTY 
Ind > 10%? 
NO 
18 Is ECS: CABIN 
'----'T-'-'A""'N"'K'-#"--'2=--<---=8:..::0c..•.:..:1/•:.._ _ PRESS ind 2: 5.4 
psi a? 
NO 
Swl tch tanks 
••I ASC Oz vlv -
CLOSE 
•*2 ASC 02 vlv -
OPEN 
• 02/H20 QTY 




02 tank lost If 
transducer failed 
•02/H20 QTY MON 
sw- C/W RESET 
then ASC #1 
Capability to monitor 
ASC # 2 0 2 tank lost 
if transducer foiled 
IO •Use#I ASC 
02 to depletion, 
then 
•#1 ASC 0 2 vlv 
- CLOSE 







• Use ASC #1 
tank to depletlo 
then 
e#1 ASC 02_ vlv 
-CLOSE 
•*2ASC 0 2 vlv 
-OPEN 
• 02 /H20 QT.Y 
MON sw - C/W 
RESET then fiSC• 2 
-----
Is 
~ MSFN can check for 
transducer failure by 
reading 02 manifold 
pressure with PLSS 
FILL vlv - OPEN 
SYMPTOM 
14 
ECS : CABIN PRESSL-L------".,------1 Is ECS: SUIT a 
ind high ( >5psia) CABIN PRESS ind equal? 
NO 
Using ASC 02 or 
DES Oz ? 8;s 
ASC 02 
• OzlHzO QTY MON 
sw - ASC 2 , 
Is ECS: 02 QTY ind YES 
< 100 % ? 
NO 
;a,100% 
IO Check for *I ASC 
o2 line leak 
• Oz /H20 QTY MON 
sw - ASC I 
•'!ti ASC 02 vlv -
CLOSE 
•F/H and U/H CABIN 
RELIEF AND DUMP 
vlvs - CLOSE 
Is ECS : CABIN 
PRESS ind increasing? 
NO 
13 Check CABIN RE-
PRESS valve 
• PRESS REG A a B 
vlvs- CLOSE 
•# I ASC 0 2 vlv-OPEN 
Is ECS: CABIN PRESS YES 
ind increasing ? 
NO 
• PRESS REG ASB 
vlvs- CABIN individual 
I y and check for cab-
in pressure increase . 
Does ECS : CABIN 
PRESS ind increase? 
NO 
PROCEDURE 
Is ECS: 0 2 QTY ind 




~2 ASC 02 LINE 
LEAK IN CABIN 




IN CLOSED POSITION 




•Select#- 2 ASC 0 2 
when ~ I ASC 0 2 
Qty <10% 
Reconfigure 
$ PRESS REG A as 
vlvs - CABIN 
• F/H and U/H CAB-
IN RELIEF AND DUMP 
vlvs -AUTO 
•~I ASC 02 vlv-
cycle open as requir-
ed lo maintain pres-
sure 
SELECTED PRES- Reconfigure 
ti~~SREGULATOR L_ _ ___..r:.~F=a~i~le~d----=P=R=E=ss=-=R=EG::-"'I. 
vlv-CLOSE 
• Good PRESS REG 







•CB ECS: CABIN FAN I a 
2 - cycle open and 
closed . 
bli II""-, fans 
peratin ? 
tected by chang 
und and gas flow 
ER 
PROCEDURE 
'------.t52Jls ECS : GLYCOL TEMP 
YE ind normal 7 
9 
Check cabin fan control 
•CB ECS: CABIN FAN 
CONT-open 





Capability to monitor 
· temp lost 
REMARKS 15 
Q) Assumptions: 
Cabin is pressurized with PRESS 





Nominal suit press is 
3.6 -4.0 psio 
PROCEDURE 
PGA cuff PRESS >4.0 2 Check 02 pressure 
,1-+--91~_G_A_U_G_E_re..,.a_d_ing~?-~ psio reoulo.ton 
<4.0 psio •PRESS REG A vtv-C 
•Wait for suit leakage to 
reduce suit. assure 




Cabin is depressurized. CABIN RE-
PRESS valve is CLOSED. 
~ Suit loop pressure is limited to 4.3 
psia by suit circuit RELIEF valve. 
SYMPTOM 
17 
Abnormal decay of 
descent 02 
12 Check o2 reg -
ulators 
•DES 02 vlv- OPEN 
•PRESS REG A a B 
vlv - CLOSE then to 
CABIN individually 












DES 02 QTY meter 
erroneous, but reads 
less than actual re -
maining. MSFN can 
read 02 manifold 
pressure with PLSS 
FILL vlv OPEN 
1 I Return to cabin 
mode 
•Verify PLSS FILL 
vlv- CLOSED 
•DES 02 vlv- OPEN 
•CABIN REPRESS 
vlv-AUTO 
•SUIT GAS DIV vlv-
PUSH CABIN 
Reconfigure 
•Failed PRESS REG 
vlv-CLOSE 
•Remaining PRESS 
REG vlv -CABIN 
• CABIN REPRESS 
vlv-AUTO 
•SUIT GAS DIV vlv-
PUSH CABIN 
L_ ___ _.~IB~ CABIN RE-








•DES 02 vlv - OPEN 
•CABIN REPRESS 
vlv- AUTO 
•SUIT GAS DIV vlv-
PUSH CABIN 
REMARKS 17 
Q) Assumptions: Configured to CABIN . 
mode of operation. 
CABJN PRESS 4.6-5.0 psia 
nominal. 
<17 
FOR LOSS OF PRIMARY GLYCOL LOOP 
OPEN THE FOLLOWING C/B's IMMEDIATELY: 




• A~ R/D 'INST A - Open 
1,11'· · R/D INST B - Open 
DFI PWR - OFF 
OPEN THE FOLLOWING C/B AND CONFIGURE THE FOLLOWING SWITCHES 
WITH IN l HOUR: 
CB(l6) LTG: 
ANUN/DOCK/COMPNT-Open 
PNL 5 LTG OVERRIDE: 
INTEGRAL - ON 
NUM - ON . 
ANUN - ON 
OPEN THE FOLLOWING C/B AT MSFN REQUEST 
CB ( 11 ) PGN S : 
LGC/DSKY - Open 
IMU OPR - Open 
OPEN THE FOLLOWING C/B WITHIN 2 HOURS 
CB(ll) AS BUS A: GASTA - Open 
FLT DISP: GASTA - Open 
COMM: UPDATA LINK - Open 
-
SYMPTOM I PROCEDURE REMARKS I 
I CD 
CD If ED RELAYS caut It remains ON 
II 1: ! IJ Check MASTER ARM ED RELAYS (Kl) relay without STAGE SEQ RELAYS comp It 
YELLOW 
• ED-MASTER ARM --CWEA FAILURE --
I 
sw-OFF 
eCB ED : LOGIC PWR A OR 
and B (2 >- closed 
STAGE SEQ RELAYS eABORT STAGE pb/11- STAGE SEQ RELAYS comp It burned 




Lights ON if contacts of set ED : MASTER 
master arm relay KI or w to ON : staging 
relay K2 through K6 in 
I 
occur. 
staging sequence (st~ l command, cable cuttnwJ, 
deodfoclng, and separa-
I 
~ Reset relay lion of nuts a bolts) fall 
closed, 
eE'.D: STAGE RELAY 
ED RELAYS light inhibi- sw - RESET 
led with ED: MASTER I Malfunctioning STAGE YES :3! ED SYS STAGE ARM sw-ON 
SEQ RELAYS comp It ond ~ COMMAND RELAY K2 
-OR- ED RELAYS caut It-OFF! TEMPORARILY FAILED 
I NO CLOSED if ABORT STAGE pb/11 
is depressed LM-3: ED 
RELAYS licjlt illuminates 
1 
momentarily when ED: 
~ ED SYS STAGING 
~ 
MASTER ARM sw is set 
~ f------J 
Disable malfunctioning 
to OFF ~ RELAY Kl,K3,K4,K5, system 
I 
OR K6 FAILED CLOSED 
-OR- IN MALFUNCTIONING On CB panel associated 
SYSTEM with faulty system 
when ABORT STAGE eCB ED: LOGIC PWR-
pb/11 is reset to OFF 
I 
OPEN 
after staging . •Request MSFN confor-
motion 
I 
























I EL panel lights fail -1 I w FAILED FAILURE IN EL DIM 
ure I Failure mode? ON MING CIRCUITRY OR 
I FAILED 
CONTROL, OR IN LTG: 
OFF OVERRIDE INTEGRAL 
I 
SW 
I c~ Status of CB/AC BUS I A: INTGL LTG ? 
OPEN ~ 
I 
Secure EL lighting 
• CB /AC BUS A : 
~ INTGL LTG - open 
/ 1· Check forward panel Continuous use of fail-
• LTG : OVERRIDE IN" ed-on panel Its ,s not re-
I 
TEGRAL sw-ON commended, because of 
•LTG : SIDE PANELS possible short . 
sw(2)-0FF 
I 
• CB/AC BUS A : INTGL 
LTG - close 
~ &J FWD PANEL SHORT CB/AC BUS A : INTGL I LTG opens? 
CIRCUIT 






Check side panels 
I 
• LTG: SIDE PANELS sw 
(2)- ON individually 
• CB/AC BUS A: INTGL ~ 
~ SIDE PANEL SHOR! 
I LTG opens ? 
CIRCUIT r------. 











~ • LTG : OVERRIDE 
TEGRAL sw -ON 
I EL lights ON? ~ NO 
I Bill OPEN CIRCUIT 1--
I 
~. FAILURE 
EL lighting lost 
~ Reconfigure good 
EL lights 
• Faulty L TG: SIDE 
PANEL sw- leave OFF 
• CB/AC BUS A: INTGL 
LTG -close 
.ill 
Secure EL lighting 
•CB/AC BUS A: INTGL 
LTG-open 
REMARKS 2 
CD Assumptions : 
Both LTG : SIDE PANELS sw 
(2)-0N 
LTG: OVERRIDE INTEGRAL 
sw-OFF 
SYMPTOM I . . PROCEDURE REMARKS I 
-
~ I , , -
il I 
I II 
;4',,4lcAUTION~• ISS ~ Switch to AGS control 
RED I •GUID CONT sw-AGS Enable automatic eng 
DPS or APS thrusting? ~ 
off command: 
•ABORT pb-push(DPS 
r PROG ~ I NO thrust) ' or ' 
YELLOW •ABORT STAGE pb-
' 
I 
push ( APS thrust) 
When eng shutdown ' 
Lights ON if: ' complete: 
IMU fails •ENG THR CONT: ENG 
ICOU falls I ARM sw- OFF 
PIPA fails during • ABORT pb or ·ABORT ~ 
thrust 
I 
STAGE pb - reset , 
I 
I ·~ f ISS warn. It ON? YES I L1J MSFN monitor ISS ~ CWEA FAILURE I I performance 
~ 
I NO Light remains ON. cp (D Alarm Codes: 
I ~ Check liJ -11 Monitor PIPA's as 
00777 PIPA 
Alarm Code PIPA LGC CAN BE USED ------ desired 03777 CDU ~ FOR ALL FUNCTIONS 04777 CDU, PIPA I • V05 N09E NOT REQUIRING •VIG N21E - 0777,7 IMU 
IMU ICOU PIPA DATA 
Monitor registers for 1077il' IMU, PIPA 
FAIL FAIL 
erratic pulse failed 13777 IMU, COU 
cP I Thrust mnvr should during thrust mnvr. 14777 IMU, CDU, PIPA not be performed un- PIPA will still exhibit der PGNS control. erratic behavior dur-
oJ)I I 
State vector update ing coast. 
must be performed 
after each thrust 
mnvr via P27. 
I .2J ICDU A/ 0 sec-. tion check 
I Lru ( 
• Mnvr vehicle so 'i~ D l'lu(J i-lY\, -90 IMU Check ICDU's read OGA, 
~"-'-:::: 0 
I 
IGA= :t: 90° - ,.~ ~ 
•Compare COR(PGNCS) MGA= 0° 
S LMP (AGS) FOAi • Key V40 N20E Zero 
iota! attitude ICDU's 
I ~ COR FOAi abnormal? ~ Key VIG N20E cer~ 6•Compare CDR F Al 
NO total attitude with 
l !QI Perform atti tude 
N2Q display 
maneuver 
y~ •~ FOAi S DSKY I 
I If automatic attitude 
registers agree? 
maneuver is in proc - NO ~ ( ® 
I CDU Functions Table 
ess, manual attitude 
I 
maneuver may not be L@J I CDU A/0 SEC - Function AID 0/A 
required. TION FAILII~ Failure Failure 
• S/C : AGS sw- ATT 'fcou is incapable of Fine alignment NO 
HOLD I 
YES 
I •ACA- maneuver LM 
supplying data to LGC Coarse alignment NO NO 
( Refer to ICDU Fune -
about al I axes 
[~i ISS TRANSIENT l lions Table . ) 
Attitude error 
I 
FDA I responds cor - • CONDITION ,::.;.-r LGC can perform tune· signals NO NO 
rectly? tions not requiring IMU Total attitude to 
lNO l 
inputs. After each FOAi YES YES 
\ thrust maneuver, state Gimbal angles 
j 
vectors must be up- .J 
~;•Continue using 
I 
dated via P27. 
to LGC NO YES 
---- l!1J IMU FAILURE I S S monitor per- ----
~ IMU stabilization - loop YES YES 
I 
mance 
LGC can perform 4 L!§J ICDU 0/ A section 
1 Cage mode YES YES 
functions not requiring check 
n-,.,.(! IMU fall detect 
IMU inputs. After •MODE CONT- OFF ~ l) circuit YES YES 
I 
each thrust maneuver, •V37E OOE "(o\) Coarse align in state vectors must be •V43E glmbal lock 
updated via P 27. ){FL V21 N22 mode NO YES 
1 
•Load- ICDU angles e I rrL FOAi error needles= NO= Function not available 
.@ 
10--'--' ·- ·--~I~ YES= Function available 
I 
m 5 nr 7 
ISS power- down NO 
' 
, 
I • If possible allow .~ ~ ..... MSFN to evaluate ,. 
before power down ~ ICDU 0/A SEC- I ,,.-
I 
•CB PGNS : IMU OPR ON FAILURE 
-open 
ICDU is incapable of 
supplying data from 
I 









Light ON if : 




These failures can 
occur when the 
LG C is in operate 
or standby mode 
except for counter 
fail. 
Inhibited with 
GUID CONT in AGS 
Switch to AGS control 
•GUID CONT sw-AGS 
DPS or APS thrustin ? 
NO 
Attempt DSKY entry 
• Key VXXE 
YES 
PROCEDURE 
Go to "LGC" It a11d 
"RESTART" It proc 
Enable automatic 
off command 




When eng shutdown 
complete: · 
•ENG THR CONT: ENG 
ARM sw-OFF 
•ABORT or ABORT 
STAGE pb- reset 
5 
CWEA FAILURE 
LGC warn. It is not us-
able for failure detection. 
Light remains ON . 
__ D_S_K_Y_ r_e&_p_o_n_d_s_?_l-'Y..:E:::S:.._ ___ ~"I 1:11 
NO 
9 28 VDC PRIME 
L-------LGC POWER FAILURE 
LGC operate 
• Depress PRO (hold) 










FAILURE NOT DE- · 
TECTED BY SELF-
TEST , OR FAILED 
LGC WARN. LT CIR-
CUITRY 
LGC performance may 
be unreliable 
FAILURE 
This can be a scaler, 
counter, or a + 4 or 
+14-vdc failure. If 
+4 or + 14-vdc fail-
ure occurs, RESTART 
It may also go ON . 
See symptom 5 . If 
LGC is not functional, 
IMU can be used as 
backup for attitude 
reference. 
16 MSFN monitor a 
LGC perfor-
6 
MSFN monitor LGC 
performance 
If power cannot be 







LGC warning It may 
not go ON if rate of 
hardware failures 
( 0. 9 restart/second 
RESTART 
YELLOW 
Lights ON when LGC 
is in operate mode 
if: 
Parity fail occurs 
RUPT lock occurs 







Switch to AGS control 
• GUID CONT sw -
AGS 








( DPS thrust) 
•ABORT STAGE pb-
push ( APS thrust) 
en eng shutdown 
ete 
• ENG THR CONT: 
ENG ARM sw- OFF 





ED BY SELF TEST 
OR FAILED LGC 
WARN LT CIRCUITRY 




LGC is not functional: 
I MU con be used as 






G RDR caut If 
should go ON only if 
there is..,CWEA or data 
good "logic failure 
MSFN monitor a 
LGC per-
REMARKS 3 
(j) LGC Worn ond RESTART 
causes Fresh Start except when 
RESTART is caused by 
oscillator fail (due to con -
tinuous RESTART loop) 
Key RSET and MARK 
REJECT to initiate Fresh 
Start and free DSKY 
SYMPTOM 
YELLOW 
Light ON if RR temp 
<-54° or >148° F. 
Light goes OFF when 
HTR CONT: TEMP 
MON se I Is set to 
RNDZ RDR position . 
LM-3 : Light will not 
be operative unless 
CB(16) INST :CWEA is 
closed or cycled after 
CB HEATERS : RCS 
SYS A/B l/2 (8) are 
closed . 
•HTR CONT:TEMP 
MON sel - RNDZ 
RADAR 
PROCEDURE 




>148°F <-54° F Light stays ON . Mon-
itor all temps on 
CWEA with HTR 
CONT: TEMP meter 
L_ ____ __.,- ~D~Bc:i!!/ND_,Z i..u.;z._ _____ _ 
Is RR operating ? 
NO 
Cool RR and then 
find which heat• · 
failed on . 
•CB HEATERS:RNDZ 
RDR OPR - open 
CB HEATERS.: RND 
RDR STBY-open 
Does RR temp. 
decrease ? 
NO 
When t~ <148°F : 
CB HEATERS: RNDZ 
ROR Of>R- close 
YES 




Increase RR temp 
CB AC BUS A: RNDZ 
RDR-close 
•Wait 30 secs 
CB PGNS: RNDZ 
RDR-close 
Poot RR antenna at 
sun 




•CB HEATERS: RNDZ 
RDR OPR · open 
•CB HEATERS: RNDZ 
RDR STBY-open 




~f-t~NS : RNDZ 
RDR - open 
•CB AC BUS A : 
RNDZ RDR - open 









(j) When HEATER light goes OFF, RR 
temp must return within limits before 
HEATER light will again signal RR 





RNOZ RDR , 1
1 
YELLOW I 
RNDZ RDR light oper - j 
able in AUTO TRACK 
mode only, where it 
operates coincidentally 
with NO TRACK light . It 




Light ON Indicates loss I 








eRNDZ RADAR sel 
SLEW 
PROCEDURE 
Is RDNZ RADR caut It- YES - 1 21 CWEA FAILURE 
ON? 
NO 
RNDZ RADAR NO TRACK,FES 
It-ON f .(Should always be 
ON in SLEW) 
NO 
Light stay ON, monitor 
NO TRACK light. 
lif'TRANSIENT --··- -
.TION I,. n c,,v n MU-
U<- ..... I .... ,RCUIT OR 
DOUBLE FAILURE 
.151RNDZ RADAR NO L__. elf using AUTO TRACK mode, 
L--------4.la:IT:-:RACK LT FAILED OFF . - -~ monitor RNDZ RDR caut It for 
break-lock indications. 
elf using LGC mode moni-
tor TRACKER It for break-
lock indication 
1
11 RNDZ RDR JI Jf<·t!-l ___ ,-~~-.i, -J~re AGC ond XMTR PWR I 
L:11======:::::::.,JI I 'I ___ Y~ levels satisfactory? 
YELLOW ._ !NO 
r--RNDzRoo ___ i I 
: NO TRACK I 
l _____ o ____ _j I 
YELI...CNI 
RNDZ RDR caution I 
light operable only In 
AUTO TRACK mode I where It operates coin-
cldentally with NO 
TRACK light. 
Inhibited In LGC and I 
SLEW modes. 
UghtON Indicates loss I of RR data good. 
No TRACK light ON 
I when RR loses data good lnAUTO TRACK 
and LGC modes. 






Check f~r corona 
• CB PGNS : RNDZ RDR-opcn 
1-----------l YES • pl TEMPORARY FAILURE then close In 5 tee. I 
AGC ond XMTR PWR OK? 1--------,DUE TG RR CORONA 
rm RR should operate normally 
'-------------,·.::a:4:!J RR FAILURE 
·---1 
Is RR ant~rma cii.:~·1rock11•9 I 




Attempt reacquisition by 
PGNS, AGS, and/or manual 
techniques. 
RNDZ RDR and NO TRACK 
lights-OFF? 
~ 
l-'-Y_E_S ____ ~,."~7 MOMENTARY FAILURE 
I 
~ Chee~ momer,!ory loss of 
data or dlscretes 
• RADAR n,ode control 
se l · SLEW then A1JTO 
TRACK 
RNDZ RDR and NO.TRACK f-'Y_Ec:...:..5 ___ _, ·@;oMENTARY FAILURE I 
l!ghts-OFi" In 12 sec 7 _ _ 
NO 
L_ ________ -l._U.Jlt:DATA GOOD CIRCUITRY 
I FAILURE 
No auto state-vector update. 
MSFN must updateLGC {P27 
nr voice). No RR LGC , 
AUTO-TR.A.CK capability. 







RNDZ RADAR I I 





•1-----i XMTR PWR levels 
~ satisfactory ? 
1 _________ _J NO 
YELLOW I 
NO TRACK light ON 
when RR loses DATA j 
GOOD ,n AUTO 
TRACK and LGC mod-
1 










Are other RR 
operations normal? YES 
PROCEDURE• 
2 Che ck for corona 
•CB PGNS: RNDZ 
· RDR-open then 
close in 5 secs. 
_ A_G_C_a_n_d_X_M_T_R----1f-y_E_s __ .. 
PWR OK? 
NO 
NO TRACK LIGHT 
FAILED ON 
or 00515 ond 005 21 
I 
I 
15 Is RR antenna Proceed out of 
auto tracking CSM YES alarm and allow RR 
operate 
RNDZ RDR couti on 
light should also be 
ON with NO TRACK 
light when in AUTO 
TRACK mode. Check 
operation with 
LAMP/TONE TEST 
sw ( Double failure) 
and Ranqe / Range ,-----., -= redesignated 
Rate behaving nor- YES 17 MOMENTARY 





' • I 
I 
I 
18 Request CSM to 
verify !hot LM 
transponder is work 
Ing properly, not in 
self-test, and CSM 
in proper attitude 
20 Attempt acqui- ~------~ 
sition by AGS or 
manual techniques YES 
NO TRACK light-Off·~-----, .. 
NO 
22 Check for spur-
ious lock - on 
• CB PGNS : RNDZ 











(D No auto stole - vector update. 
MSFN must uodate LGC ( P27 
or voice). 
No RR LGC designate capabil-
ity. 
No RR LGC AUTO TRACK cap-
ability. 
Range/ Ronge rote data stil I 
ovoiloble 
Light ON if IMU temp is /1) 'U, 
<126.0 t .3° r 
>1343~,. . :; 
Light ON if MGA 




performance. If MSFN 
not available or If 
MSFN confirms ISS not 
usable, switch to AGS 
control . 




• ABORT STAGE 
pb-push (APS thrust) 
When eng shutdown 
complete : 
eENG THR CONT: 
ENG ARM sw-OFF 
•ABORT or ABORT 
STAGE b-reset 
Glmbal lock is 
Imminent. LM 
attitude or IMU 
orletatlon must be 
changed 
eKey KEY REL 
• Perform P52 to 
realign IMU 
or 
• ACA-maneuver to 






GIMBAL LOCK It Is 
not usable for 
monitoring 
IMU glmbol angles will 
hold at present 
atti t ude, 




CD IMU stabitizatlon loop ond velocity 
measurement accuracy is degraded 
(depending on temp excursion from 
nominal range)_ 
CD To prevent glmbal oscillations, IQ 
LGC commands a coarse alignment 
when MGA > t 85°. 
TRACKER light a 
PROG ON with loss 
of Doto Good with 
P20 ruMing' or with 
a RRCDU failure 
If P20 not running 
TRACKER It -ON only l"'i,, 
for CDU failure ,... 
NO TRACK li<Jht may I 
also be ON , but does 
not represent a mal-
function if lock-on 
has not been achieved J 
•RATE/ERR MON 
RNDZ RADAR 
• Perform RR Coarse 
Align (V41 N72) 
During RR Coarse 
Align respond to V04 
N- - Option with 
00002 continuous de-
signate option 
• Key Vl6 N72E a 
monitor shaft a 
trunnion angles 
Do DSKY registers a 
FDAI error needles 
display input shail a 
trunnion angles ? 
NO 
PROCEDURE 
6 Perform manual RR 
acquisition 
If LM ·under PGNCS 
cj ~~AR TEST MON 
sel-AGC 
• RATE/ ERR MON sw 
RNDZ RADAR 
• X POINTER SCALE 
sw as desired 
•RNDZ RADAR : SLEW 
sw slew antenna until 
RADAR SIGNAL 
STRENGTH ind peaks 
• Perform side lobe 
check 
• RNDZ' RADAR sel -
AUTO TRACK 
If LM under AGS control 
• Perform AGS Manuol 
Rendezvous Radar 
LM State Vector 
Update 
REMARKS II 




FOAi Shaft and 
trunnion oacill4rliona I:::=======-~ 
during RRdeaifllllte 
-ar-
F oilure of RR to 





and maneuver to ,...........,...,... ...... _.....,......,..,._ _______ ----..i CSM LOS 
•SLEW RATE sw -
LO 
•RATE/ERR MON 
sw -RNDZ RADAR 
•SHFT /TRUN f sw-
±50• 
If P20 running: 
•Recycle lo R61 




•SLEW 1w-as req'd 
to peaa AGC 
• Verify AGC reading 
YI Range 








•RATE/ ERR MON 
1w -RNDZ RADAR 
•SHFT /TRUN 'I: sw-
±500 
If P20 running: 
•Recycle to R61 
If P20 not running: 
•Do P25 
4 Bring RRantenna 












1es re-1-,.:..Y=.E.::S_______ NO TRACK light out 
(approx 15 sec) 
NO 
•Repeal sttf) 8, ex-
cept UPand RIGHT 
( momentarily) 
REMARKS 12 
CD Will be accompanied by Alarm 
Code 00503 during P2.0 
SYMPTOM 
If either input sig-
nal ( RNG or RNG 
RT) goes to zero, 
light comes ON. 
Light may flash 
randomly when range 








Check for open 
or 
• CB/AC BUS A : 
RNG/ RNG RT-open 
FF? 
• Close CB (procedure 
6) 




Is ii OFF? 
NO 
10 Verify status of 
meter- driving source 
• Check transmitter 
power of source sys-
tem ( radar signal 
strength meter) 








7 RNG/RNG RT IND 




• Open other CB 
Select alternate 
signal source 
For which display 
source is pwr/sig 





LR or AGS 
Use alternate dis-
play source to ob-
tain alt/all rote 
data 
5 Remove power to 
indicator 
• Open other CB 
Pwr/sig foil. It-OFF 
9 Rndz rdr range 
and range rote con 
be displayed on 
OSK y OS backup to 
RNG/RNG RT ind 
•rd rrttti1qs 
SAlr'f' .J R INOI k 
I 
12 FAILURE OF REN-
DEZVOUS OUTPUT 
OR LINE TO RNG/ 
RNG RT INDICATOR 
2 
AILURE OF 
NG RADAR OR 
REMARKS 13 
----
(j) RR range/range rote may be 
displayed if: 
a. RR locked onto CSM 
b. P 20 not in process (IMA'Ai-
..a. *• r:la \/566 ewt;,34.E in 
rae,u st id I idSnifi§ Ft-0 
~ d-f5pt~s-e . .a.. 
_.._1 ... . I 
d. R04 in process (selected via 
VEJE) V~3€ 
e. Monitor V16 N78 
RI- Range XXX.XX nm 
R2 - Range rote XXXXX fps 
@ Alternate display sources 
a. RR range, range rote : N78, 
if R04 in process ( selected 
via V62E) 
b. LGC range, range rote, e: 
N54 if R31 is in process 
(selected via V83E) 
c. LGC lollitude, longitude, 
altitude : N43 if P21 Is in 
process. 
d. LM altitude (h): DEDA ad-
dress 337 
LM altitude rote : DEDA ad-
dress 367 
LM to CSM range ( R): DEDA 
address 317 
Range rote between LM 




LDG RDR temp ? 




Is LDG RDR operating? 1YES ~- When LDG RDR is not 
LM - 3: C/W moni-
toring of LR healer 
discoMected. Monitor 
LR temp on HEATER 






<. So I 
Remove heater 
power 
• CB HEATERS: LDG 
RDR- open 
Does temp remain the 
same? 
NO 
LDG RDR HEATER 
CIRCUITRY FAILURE 















• CB PGNS : LDG RDR-
close 




Heat ~nerated by LR 
electronics wi 11 keep 
temp within limits 
needed : 
• CB PGNS : LDG 
RDR - open 
~D_o_e_s-te~m_p_d_ec_r_e-as_e_? _ ~YES 
Will decrease slowly 




• CB HEATERS: 













PROG, VERB, a NOUN YES 2 DSKY POWER SUP-










H-----~u Attempt OSKY light test 
• V35E 
LGC a I SS worn. It-ON 
All DSKY It's - ON 








EL displays ore lost. 
Display of keyboard or 
computer data is pos-
slble.MSFN con update 











YES I I DSKY ENTR OR PRO !----'-'~ - --.. PB FAILED ( DEPEND 
ING ON PB USED) 
Capability of inserting 
data a in itiat ing or con-
t r olling computer oper-
ations is lost . 
More than one segment 
miss ing ? 
NO 
Does symptom s1ill YES 
ulst? 
NO 
4 DSKY RELAY FAIL-
URE 
Loss or improper oper-
ation of displays 
REMARKS 15 
16 
(D DSKY light test wil I cause 
PT A inhibit . 
SYMP.TOM_ ~I 
17 T I 
I Abnormal DSKY pushI ' 




















• Key verb ~ 
1-----V-er_b_;_b_la_n_k_s_?--tl-'N"-O=---------------l>f 
YES 
~ Test m.meric and 
noun pb 
Key VXX NXX 





ICDU angles dis -
played ? 
YES 
l.fil Test +, - , CLR , 
KEY REL 
•V25 NBSE 
-+XXXXX (no ENTR) 
•CLR 
•-xxxxx (no ENTR) 








~ _ ____ Y_E_S_;------N-a~un_b_la_n_k_s_?----, 
ro 
@J PUSH BUT TON 
FAILED CLOSED OR 
RESET LINE 
FAILED OPEN 
DSKY control af LGC 
is lost. Capability to 
laad fai I ed digit is 
lost . MSFN must 
uplink key code . 





i!!J INDIVIDUAL PB 
+-- ---- - --,.Ml FAILED 
Capability lo load fail-
ed digit is lost . MSFN 
1-----'-"_;_ ___ __,NO 
Successful? 1-------~ 





Perform LGC self 
test i f desired to con-
f i rm LGC capability 
I Mark verb contin- ) 
ues flashing after I 
I 
w 
1----....i lnbit veri fication r.. TRANSIENT CON -L___., ~ KEY REL pb- push n~x~EN Jtu;u0JJT~ON 1 · . y • Continue normal crew response 
I 








• Key VII NIOE I6E 
• Push 8 hold appropri -
ate AOT pb (CCRD) 
RI XXXDE 
D•O Neither MARK Y nor 
REJECT inbits present 
D• I MARK Y inbit 
present 
D;2 REJECT inbit pres-
ent 
D• 3 MARK Y 8 RE -
JECT inbits present 
E• 0 MARK X inbit not 
present 
E- 4 MARK X inbit 
present 
RI displays inbit cor- ~ 
responding to AOT pb 
being pushed ? 
NO 
procedures 
If failu re persists 
have MSFN evaluate 
program performance 
~ 
~ AOT P8 (CCRO) OR f----t • KEY REL pb- push. 
L-------'N.-;--;LGC LOGIC FAILED i If f..-111« lhruslin9 is 
la be performed, 
Pwto,111 LGC Mlf-test, switch lo AGS 
if •lirecl, to confirm 
LGC capability. PGNS 
star Ii 9htln91 are no 
IOfl9W po11lble. Normal 
!MU alignment proced-
urn are not ueuable. 
REMARKS 17 
18 
(D After thrusting PGNS requires 
slate vector update if ii 






To call GUID CONT sw 
and ENG THR CONT: 
THR CONT SW inbits : 
eKey VOi NIOE 30E 
RI XBXDX 
For anAPS burn, register 
D need not be checked . 
Failure is not applicable . 
B= 0,2 ,4.or 6 : 
GUID CONT discrete 
present 
PROCEDURE 
GUID CONT SW PGNS 
POSITION FAILED 
OPEN OR LGC INBIT 
FAILED OPEN 
D=O,l,4,or5 : ENG THR CONT: 
ENG THR CONT: THR THR CONT SW AUTO 
CONT sw-AUTO,dis- POSITION FAILED 
crete present (DPS only) OPEN OR LGC INBIT 
• B-O 2 4 0 ~ FAILED OPEN ::, . . . 
Input channel verifi- · e L ..._ ~ Ao ~ 
cation . -~ ...,. ..,.-
To call S/C : MODE 
CONTROL sel inbit : 
eKey VOi NIOE 31E 
RI AXXXX 
A- lor5 AUTO d i s-
crete pre sent 
A- 0 , 1, 4, or 5 
NO 
YES 
PRO PB FAILED OPEN 
S/C : MODE CON-
TROL SEL AUTO 
.__ _____ _.,_ POSITION FAILED 
OPEN OR LGC INBIT 
FAILED OPEN 
For thrusting 
• GUID CONT sw-AGS 
LGC can not be used 
for LM control 
Perform subse-
quent DPS burns using 
manual throttle 2I 
AGS . 
APS unaffected. 
PGNS AUTO MODE is 
lost. PGNS ATT HOLD 
unaffected . 
Use AGS for subse-
quent burns . 
REMARKS 
(D V50 N 25 codes : 
00062- Switch LGC power 
down 
19 
00201 - Switch RR mode lo 
LGC 
00203 - Switch to PGNCS AUTO 
MODE. 
@ V33E can not be used for STBY 
function as requested by FL 
V50 N25 . 
SYMPTOM 
20 




ENTR PB FAILED 
OPEN 
Capability of inserting 
data initiating or con-
trolling computer oper-
ations is lost 
MSFN must uplink 
ENTER KEYCODE. 







~----------------➔.-... PRO PB FAILED 
OPEN 
7 • For proceed func-
tion use V33E in 
place of PRO 
REMARKS 20 
RED 
Lighl ON if: 
Power supplies oul 
of tolerance 
AEA lesl mode dis-
crete signals a fail 
condition. 
ASA healer fails on 
( aclivaled al 150° ± 
5°F) 
AEA fails lo com-





AGS self· test check 
•Key OEDA-C412R 
J YES DEDA respondl)? 
NO 
I 
YES +10000 displayed 
j (within 8 to 30sec)? 
NO 
AGS warn. It- OFF'? 
NO 
9 MSFN verify ASA 
heater operation 
If MSFN not avail-
able, possible heater 
failure. 
•C8(16): ASA- open 
Do nol select AGS E .I CWEA OR AEA 
ASA heater opera- · TEST MOOE FAIL 
tion satisfactory? DISCRETE FAILURE. 
NO AGS is operable 
Periodically perform 
AGS self-test check, 
(step 2) 
Close MSFN monitor-
ing of ASA heater 
status is required. 
REMARKS 
CD Assumption: 
PGNS has not failed. 
® AGS self-test status: 
412 + xoooo 
X • 0- Test not completed 
X • I - Test successful 
X• 3- Logic test failure 
X• 4- Memory test failure 





programs yield large 
or 
D Premature engine 
I Check those addresses 
----400 and 410 thru 417 
which should be non-zero. 





3 Transient triggered Mas-
ter Alarm and/or AGS warn-
ing It 
4 Go to abnormal vehicle 
'------9'1 dynamics malfunction 
procedures 
5 Update and align AGS 
and recycle program. If 
'---- - ---- symptom persists,use of 
program not recom -
mended 
shutdown during AGS,1--'---
controlled burn . 1--+-00-0-0-◊-in-d-ic_a_t-ed_? _ --<1-cyc::E:..:,S'...._ ___________ _.. 
NO 
REMARKS 2 
•Update and align AGS 
PROCEDURE 





I eSet corresponding 









(FDAI I or FDAI 2) sw to 
other position (ORB RATE 
or INRTL) 
___ F_D_A_l_m_o_v_e,-?--:__YE_S ______ ~ 
5 
• Set ORDEAL FDAI 
(I or2) sw- ORB RATE 





FDAI that displays 
symptom can be 
~----driven from PGNS 
only. 
II •ATTITUDE MON 
sw-AGS(CDR 8 LMP) 
Attitude error informa-
tion on FDAI invalid 
(zeroed) Attitude 
errors may be mon-
itored on DSKY. 
REMARKS 3 
® Includes the following • 
One of six I MU output lines fails (com-
plete loss or magnitude/polarity 
error); or GAS TA failure. 
(5) Failure includes the following • 
One of six AEA output channels 
failed (complete loss or magni-
tude/polarity error) or one of 
three AEA return lines failed. 
(D Assumption: 
Ordeal Is operating 
4 
@ ORB RATE 8 INRTL total attitude 
displays a re identical I m I nute per or-
e Wait I minute, and ob- bltal period . Therefor a waiting time 
serve FDAI of I minute resolves possible ambig-
uity. 
NO 
L---------'llr-O· C POWER TO FDAI 
FAILED OR FDAI SHORTE 
Affected FDAI unusable 
SYMPTOM PROCEDURE 
Attitude error is zero 
YTTITUDE 
PGNS lZ.J in one oxis (remains 
MON SW Switch input to FDA I zero) while other axes 
display actual atti- I AGS leATmUDE MON sw-tude errors AGS 
<v I l.§..1 Switch input to YES Symptom remains'? FOAi l ACA - out of detent, · I •ATTITUDE MON sw- NO or PGNS 
~FOAi ATTITUDE -GUID CONT sw-PGNS 
I Symptom remains? RROR DISPLAY 
~ Switch same 1npot 
S/C : MODE CONTROL FAILED to other FOAi 
sel-ATT HOLD NO 
or I • ATTITUDE MON GUID CONT sw-PGNS sw - PGNS ( other 
soo:o 
I 
l.!U Switch same in- FOAi) 
put to other FOAi 
Symptom appears? 
•ATTITUDE MON sw 
I AGS (other FOAi) ~SIGNAL PATH~ NO ··-
~ 
GS TO ONE FOAi 
I 
Symplon disappears? ~ ATTITUDE ERROR 
NO DISPLAY FAILED 
21 SIGNAL PATH !I~ AGS Attitude error FROM PGNCS TO l,Ff' . on this FOAi un - ONE FOAi ATTITUDE usable ERROR DISPLAY I Need le failed at FAILED zero? PGNS Attitude error 
NO on this FOAi unusable 
I 
I Ul.JQNE OF THREE ,---i'.lCAUTIONn--- AEA ATTITUDE H . GUID CONT sw- AGS 
I ERROR CHANNELS wil I result in ab-. FAILED BIASED norm al vehicle 
I FOAi attitude error dynamics display will show 
I 
erroneous nonzero 
value in affected 
axis 
I When GUID CONT 8 ATTITUDE MON sw-
I 
AGS,atlitude error 
signals go to FOAi 
a, CES. Failure af-
I feels control of LM a, display. 
I L.Fs;•S/C DEAD BAND 
I - otner position ~ONE OF THREE l.!1J • ATTITUDE MON ~ H sw - PGNS (CDR AND Symptom remains? AEA ATTITUDE ER 




~UAI attitude error 
display wi 11 show er 
roneous nonzero value 
l in affected axis. One FOAi attitude error 
I 
display is lost in one axis 
I 
~S/C : DEAD BAND 




S/C DEAD BAND sw-
MAX or MIN: capobil -
ity is lost 11 one axis 
!I.J ONE OF THREE 
LGC ATTITUDE ER· 
~ ROR SIGNALS FAIL-
ED OPEN OR FAIL-
ED BIASED 
When ,. 1 111 Uut: 
MON sw -PGNS LGC 
attitude error sig-
nals QO to FOAi 's . 
Fai lure affects dis -
play only. 
1 
~•ATTITUDE MON I 
- AGS (CDR and 
MP) 
REMARKS 
CD Attitude errors are normal I y 
held at zero in AGS follow-
up: 
i~1r ~g~; ~~N;i~c sel-iiTT 
HOLD 
or 
GUID CONT sw-PGNS 
SOO=O 
or 
S/C : MODE CONTROL sel -
ATT HOLD, ACA- out of detent. 
SYMPTOM 
AGS attitude error 
signals are zero (wi 
In deadband limits) 
when they should be 
nonzero. 
GUID CONT sw-AGS 
-or-
Guidance or acquisi-













1 Sympton remains? 
NO 




AGS alt hold via 
MODE CONT sel Is 
lost. Alt hold may be 
established via DEDA 
/ 
PROCEDURE 
Crew capability to 
change AEA attitude 
hold Inertial reference 
attitude with ACA 
lost and AGS attitude 
hold via S/C: MODE 
CONTROL sel with 






AGS can still drive 
FDAI 8 can be 





NCS and AGS total 
attitude displays dis-
agree in one or more 
oxes immediately 
following AGS- IMU 
alignment. 
• KeyDEDA: C414R 
+00000 displayed 





FUNCTION, SUCH AS 






DEDA ENTR 8 READ-
OUT capability is lost. 
AGS flight display 
information(FDAI, later-
al velocity, altitude,and 
altitude rate) are still 
available. 
STOP PULSE 
FRCN PGNCS NOT 
'------ct,.RECEIVED a:i PGNl~ll----------.,..7 •Perform AGS up-
DOWNLINK REGISTER date manually 
FAILURE . 
NO 
.__ ____ .,.3_ CDU ZERO FROM 
LGC FAILED 
AGS may be aUc;ined 
usinc;i backup orbital 
technique. 
REMARK8 8 







I!. V9J( • ► fps 
l!.Vgy lfps 
I!. Vgz • lf'p,s 
I!. VG !fps 
® Assumption: 
PGNS has not failed. 




~ YMPTOM I 












I Registers remain[YE~ lZJ I 
blank ? 1 I DEDA FAILURE 
NO DEDA failure may 
Indicate one or 
more of the following:1----------------, 
a. DEDA pwr reg 
failure 
b. CLR pb failed 
closed 
c. ENTR pb failed 
closed 
d. Numeric Its pwr 
failure 
e. CLR pb failed 
open 
f. AGS STATUS sw 
STANDBY control 
failed closed. 
~ YES 4 !YE~ ~ + OR - PB 
I OPR ERR It- ON? • CLR pb- push I FAILED OPEN 
NO OPR ERR It- OFF? ENTR functions is 
NO 
f-1 Digit pb· push 
restricted to all + 
or all - data. If+ pb 
falls open, AGS can 
no longer be aligned, 
updated, or cali-
brated AEA program 
modes, via Sxx 
entry are lost. 
YES~-----. 
Digit displayed? ---+ 1-IJ QPR ERR LT 
lNO I FAILED ON 
operator error dis-
play is lost. J!l CLR PB FAILED 
OPEN OR OPR • READOUT 8 ENTR 
ERR LOGIC FAILED-----------..... ~functions are lost. 
ON AGS flight display 
data are still 
I fr~~~\~~~t~~'~e rE~ llQl QPR ERR LT I returned to normal I FAILED OFF 
via CLR pb? Operator error dis· 
available. These will 
becomfl less and 
less reliable be-
cause AGS cannot 
be aligned, updated, 
or calibrated. 
I 
J.NO play IS lost 
YESL!!J EL display r'7 normal? 
._N_O ____ ,.I LIGHT SEGMENT L!Z.J ONE EL I 
FAILED 
I.@] DEDA failed to possible readout 
-4 respond to pb(+or-, ambigui t y 
I 
digit, READOUT, CLR,____~~---~ 
ENTR, HOLD, or 
CLR ) - ~ DEDA FAILURE I 
Failure indicat es .one 
or more of following: 
a. digit pb failed 
closed 
b. CLR pb failed 
open 
C ~ OLD pr ra11ea .._ • . 11ciiloiiisiiiediiiiiiiiiiiiii __ ~ .... 
HOLD ■ 151 HOLD PB 
I FAILED OPEN 
HOLD function is lost 
7 
• 
._E_N_T_R __ ..,l"',Gl.~CLR pb· push 
~YE~l!ll ENTR PB ■------, 
Registers blank? ~FAILED CLOSED I J. 
NO ~READOUT 8 
ENTR functions are 
L-- ---.ilr-1=-:81 DIGIT PB I • lost. AGS flight 
I FAILED CLOSED ..-- display data are 
L.:D'-'l..::.G'--'IT ____ ~ 
·1 • Push other pbs YEs.-.------• 
Digit ·displayed? ~l£!1 DIGIT PB 
still available. 
These will become 
less and less 
reliable because 
AGS cannot be 
aligned, updated, 
or calibrated. 









PRE AMPS Possible d/or 
caution light ant' on 
RND~ RD~~: i~ 
lig~t if traACK 
AUTO TR 
LM-3 • Li9ht wi~ot 
be operative un CWEA I 
CB (IS) INS; ~ycled 
is closed(I~) S/C •ATCA after CB 















Power supplies have 
an interlocking fea-
ture, if one supply 
output is shorted, other 
d-c supplies also fail. 
If short eliminates it-
self, all supplies return 
to normal operation. 
If one supply is de -
graded, other supplies 
are not degraded . 
LM-3: Light will not 
be operative unless 
CB(16) INST:CWEAis 
closed after CB (16) 
SIC : ATCA is closed. 
PROCEDURE 
If APS thrusting, and 
ENG START has not 
been depressed, engin&-:1-- -----
may shutdown . 
.. v_E_S ___ 5_ Monitor shutdown 
criteria- auto shut-
down is expected 
REMARKS 2 
' 




AUTO ON was not backed up by 
ENG ST ART pb. 
' , . -







CES AC warn. It if 
ATCA AC Pwr Sup-
plies oot of tolerance. 
PRE AMPS caut It in-
hibited after staging 
or when abort is com-
manded. 
Possible RNOZ RDR 




light ON if either-4.7-
vdc regulated power 
supply that provides 
bias voltage to RCS 
jet preampllfiera goes 
out of limit. 
This caut It Is Inhibit-
ed after staging ., 
wh811 abort i1 com-
manded. 
-4.7 V PRE AMPS 
BIAS SUPPLY FAIL-
EQ (ONE OR BOTH 
OF REDUHOA'NT 
PAIR) 
,,,_ ________ _..-SINGLE PHASE ~ 
ATCA POWER SUP- ~ _,. 't /r' 
lli'!"PL.,Y_,,FA.,lioiiliiiEiiiiD __ __,.. 
Do not select AGS, 
because rates, atti-
tudes and ACA/TTCA 
excitation are lost. 
Use RNDZ RDR only in 
LGC mode because 
shaft and trunnion drive 
are lost in AUTO 
TRACK 8, SLEW 
-
s ue to 
, in AT Ac. RCS 
jet firinQ via AT-CA will 










LM- 3: May Illumi-
nate when vehicle 
attitude errors are 
near zero . 
Light normally ON 
when gimbals reach 










• ENG GMBL sw -
OFF 
• ENG THR CONT: 
ENG ARM sw-
OFF 
ait 3 secs 
NG THR CONT: 
NG ARM sw-
FF -
• ABORT pb- reset 
pb/ 
Deactivate DPS 
• ENG GMBL sw-
OFF 
• ENG THR CONT: 
ENG ARM sw-
OFF 
• Confirm gimbal 
position with 
MSFN 
It may be pos-
sible to reset gim-
bal angles using 
IMU Realign Pro-
gram ( P52) or 
AGS 8i ACA. 
GOA/ RCCA caut YES I 
ft-ON? CWEA FAILURE 
GDA/RCCA It re-
mains ON. DPS 
operable but C/W 









Attitude error needles 




curs as result of sec-
ondary coil failures 
and does not result in 
n "RCS TCAwarn. 
L . "or "Abnormal Ve-
hicle Dynamics''. For I 






4 Reactivate sys A for 
attitude control ond iso-
late failed quad sys B 
•RCS: SYS A QUAD 1,2, 
3,4sw-OPEN 
•Rcs:sys B QUAD 1,2,3, 
4 sw-CLOSE until jet 
firing ceases 
•RCS:SYS B QUAD sw-
OPEN (not associated 
with failure) 
•CB S/C:ATT DIR CONT-
close 
•SIC : MODE CONTROL 
sel-ATT HOLD 
•S/C :ROLL,PITCH 8 YAW 
sel- MODE CONT 
•ACA- null rotes via 
proportional mode 
Isolate failure 
•ACA/4 JET sw (CDR)-
DISABLE 
•ACA/4 JET sw (LMP)-
DISABLE 
•CB S/C: ATT DIR CONT-
close, then open 
Check COR ACA hardover 




Reconfigure sys A 
•RCS: SYS A QUAD sw-
OPEN (not associated 
with f ailure) 
•CB S/C: ATT DIR CONT-
close 
•ACA/4 JETsw (CDR)-
ENABLE then DISABLE 
Jet fires? uYc...E"-'S'--'....-9-CDR /JCA HARDOVER 
(SINGLE CONTACT).SW 
NO ' FAILED CLOSED 
Hardover capability lost 
on CDR hand controller. 
Other ACA modes still avail-
able. 
I I LMP ACA HARDOVER 
~-------(SINGLE CONTACT) SW . 
FAILED CLOSED 
Hardover capability lost on 
LMP handcontroller. Other 
ACA modes still available . 
10 Reconfigure LMP 
hand controller 






Determine affected jet(s) 
•CB S/C : ATT DIR CONT-
open 
•Res: SYS A QUAD 2 8 4 
sw-CLOSE 
•RCS: SYS B QUAD I 8 3 
sw-CLOSE 
•CB S/C:ATT DIR CONT-
close 
•RCS:SYS A QUAD 284 
sw-OPEN 
•RCS: SYS B QUAD 18 3 
sw-OPEN 
•Affected quad RCS:SYS 
A orB sw-CLOSE 
• Reconfigure S/C switch-
es as desired. 
REMARKS 6 
CD [Wff~02B 
A single RCS jet failed on when com-
~~~s~~~~J~~ bb~~~/~~i~ile~~ t~~~~g 
RCS propellant. ' 
® Alternate failure isolation procedure 
is to open CB S/C:ATT DIR CONT. 
This results in loss of + X TRANSL 
pb, hardover, direct,and pulse modes. 
SYMPTOM PROCEDURE 
I Establish 0ll1tude 
t=~=~ hold mode via alt 
This symptom refers 1 
to foi lures which 
cause obnorm al veh-
icle rotes and no 
caution or worn in g ' 
lights . ! 
A single RCS Jet 
foiled on wi 11 cause. 
this symptom in the 
fol lowing modes: 




If RCS/ TCA warn-
ing light appears 
while trouble- I 
shooting consult that 
procedure. 
guidance system 




•S/C : ROLL, PITCH, 
YAW-MOC£. CONT 
Does failure slop ? 
NO 
Stabilize vehicle 
• . ACA - hordover OS 
required 
•SIC : MODE CONT 
sel - OFF 
•SIC : ROLL, PITCH, 
YAW sw's-MODE CONT 
II ON? 
NO 
To" A" page 2 
Does vehicle respond J-_ _..,-- Configure for trou-
properly lo hordover? bleshooting 
NO 
• CB : ATT DIR CONT-
open 
•SIC: MODE CONT 
sel - ATT HOLD 
7 • ACA/4JET sw (2)-
DISABLE 
•CB : ATT DIR CONT-
close 
Does failure recur ? 




Failure may be ver-
ified by placing ACAi 
4JET (LMP) to ENAEl.E 
to induce failure 
• S/C : ROLL, PITCH, 
YAW - DIR 
Use DIR to control 
vehicle while trouble 
shooting 
REMARKS 7 
Consult RCS/ TCA 
To" B" page 3 
SYMPTOM 




and reselect orioinal 
ouidance system 
• TT CA/TRANS 
sw(2)- DISABLE 
• GUID CONT sw-
PGNS (AGS) 




Does failure recur ? 
NO 






Does failure stop ? 
NO 
AGS mode control 
and PULSE are 
lost, DIR unaffected 
• GUID CONT sw-AGS 
• TTCA/TRANS (2)-
ENABLE 
To "c" page 3 
PROCEDURE 
17 CDR TTCA CON-
TACT FAILED 
CLOSED 
2 Fa i lure may be ver-
if ied by placing 
TT CA/TRANS 
(LMP) sw to EN-
ABLE to induce 
symptom 
YES 2 Check fo.r 2• 1/2° 
contact failure 
• SIC : ROLL, PITCH, 
YAW sw - DIR 
cm i~Yall~ J 
-Aoes tail 
~ NiJ.J-4 NO 
18 
• TTCA/TRANS 
(CDR) - DISABLE 
• TTCA/ TRANS 
(LMP)-ENABLE 
6) 
o not select DIR or 
PULSE mode in af-
fected axis . PGNS 
min impulse will be 
inopera ti ve in af-
fected axis and di-
lion 
AGS mode control 
is lost. PULSE and 1-----2""8"' Re configure 
DIR unaffected 
• GUID CONT sw -
PGNS 
• T TCA/ TRANS (2)-
ENABLE 
• S/C: ROLL, PITCH, 
YAW sw's -MODE , 
CONT 
29 
• Perform rate gyro 
test 
If test fails, rate 
monitoring capabil-
ity is lost (PGNS 6 
AGS) in addition to 
loss of AG S mode 
control. 
REMARKS 
® AGS may have experienced 
an AE A restart. Consult 
appropriate procedure. 
SYMPTOM 
"C"from page 2 
I "B" from page I 
1----r--M>l~Check OAP data 
I . 









• Key V48E 







Possible failure un -
detected by CW EA 
~TTCA/TRANS (2)-
DISABLE 
• SIC: MODE CONT 
sel-ATT HOLD 




(CDR) - ENABLE 






~ Failure may be ver-
ified by placing 
TTCA / TRANS 
(LMP) to ENABLE 
to induce symptom. 
PROCEDURE 
SET FAIL-
t-Y'--'E"-'S"-... 3"'6"' LOSS OF LGC 
~ 










• TTCA/ TRANS 
( LMP)-DISABLE 
____. 
A !tempt to load 
correct data 
I ACA FAILED I 
OUT OF DETENT 
Not obvious which 
ACA is failed . If use 
of shorting plug is 





FOAi's do not indi-
cate actual vehicle 
rates 
\ 9 
No RCS jets fire 
via primary coils 
Following modes use 
primary coils : 
• PGNS a AGS rote 
command 
•PGNS a AGS 
TTCA cmds 
• PGNS minimum 
impulse 
•AGS pulse 





• Compare rate 
nHdles with vehicle 
motion. 
• Stabilize vehicle 






7 RATE SCALE 
SW FAILED OPEN. 
MAX RATE DIS-















2 S/C: MODE 
CONTROL SEL 
MECHANICALLY 
FAILED TO OFF 
OR CIRCUITRY 
FAILURE ( DOUBLE 
FAILURE) 
Attitude con be 
control led only by 
direct or hordover 
commands. Trans-
lation con be ac-
complished only in 
+X axis, using +X 
TRANSL pb. 
• GUID CONT sw-
AGS 
• Pnl 11 CB S/C: ATT 
DIR CONT- open 
• Pnl 11 CB S/C: 
ATCA (PGNS)-open 
• Pnl 16 CB S/C: 
ATCA-open 
• Pnl 16 CB S/C: 
ATCA (AGS)-open 




AGS may be se-
lected only if af-
fected axis S/C : 
ROLL, PITCH, or 
YAW SW is set to 
PULSE or DIR 
4 Restore remaining 
ACA to o erotion 
• S/C MODE CON-
TROL sel-ATT 
HOLD 
• All C B's opened 
in step 2 - close 




CD Assumption: There Is no I 0 
ambiguity as to when ACA 
. foiled. ACA is jammed so It 
cannot be used In any axis. 
J ,------::-:-~--:,-------------~-----
SYMPTOM PROCEDURE REMARKS II 
LM drifts 
LM drift Is charac-
terized by absence 
of RCS firing in 
one or more oxes, 
increasing error of 
FOAi total attitude 
and I or error need-
les in one or more 
oxes. 
GUID CONT sw? 
PGNS 
3 Prepare for 
troubleshooting 
•GUID CONT sw-AGS 




•S/C: ROLL, PITCH, 
S YAW sw- MODE 
CONT 
•Select FOAi's on 
alternate sources 
• ACA- maneuver + or-
in oil oxes 
• Observe FOAi error 
needles 
Error needles on both 
FOAi's establish new ES 
reference when ACA 
returned to de tent ? 
NO 
foiled 
to establish new re-
ference \IIAIR a€ a 
It dEl@.li P' 
PGNS 
Driven 
Does vehicle respond? 
NO 
OPEN. NO ATTI-
TUDE HOLD INBIT 
SUPPLIED TO LGC 
Use PGNS for com-
putational purposes 
only 
13 Prepare for 
troubleshooting 
• S/C: DEAD BAND-MIN 
•S/C: MODE CONT-
ATT HOLD 
•S/C: ROLL , PITCH, 
8 YAW - MODE CONT 
• Select FOAi's on 




e , is verified. 
PGNS proportional 
mode, at · de hold, 
guidance ste ing, a 
translation ore ost. 
Use PGNS for com-
putational purposes f SS 0 l~ 
only. 
To step 20 page 2 
8 PGNS OUT OF DE-
TENT RELAY FAILED 
CLOSED . OUT OF ._ _ ___.,,1-9= • Select PGNS or 
DETENT SIGNAL TO AGS guidance 




• GUID CONT sw- PGNS 
• MODE CONT set 
-OFF (momentarily) 
• MODE CONT set 
-AUTO 
As rotation maneuvers 
ore required. 
• S/C : PGNS sw-ATT 
HOLD 
• ACA- maneuver 
When maneuver ls 
complete. 
• MODE CONT sel 
- OFF (momentarily) 
CD MOOE CONT sel sw is momen-
tarily set to OFF to al low 
CDU's to be driven to existing 
vehicle orientation. If sw is not 
set to OFF, vehicle will be 
driven to attitude previously 
stored in CDU's. 
@ LM will drift about X-axis due 
to X-axis override function . 
To ihibit: 





"A" from page I 
14 
•ACA- maneuver +or-
in all oxes 
•Observe vehicle 





19 Which FOAi failed 
PROCEDURE 
15 S/C : MODE CONT 
SEL SW FAILED 
OPEN. NO ENABLE 
VOLTAGE TO ABORT 
PRE AMPS 
AGS proportional 
mode , pulse mode, 
attitude hold, guidance 
steering, 8 transla-
tion ore lost. 
18 PITCH, ROLL, OR 
YAW RELAY IN 
ATCA FAILED OPEN 
AGS proportional 
mode, attitude hold, 
8 guidance steering 
in affected axis are 
lost. 
to establish new re- BOTH 
ference when ACA 1-"~~-------------IN 





RELAY K 7 FAILED 
CLOSED 
AGS cannot display 
attitude errors 




• GUID CONT sw-PGNS 
• MODE CONT sel-OFF 
(momentarily) 
• MODE CONT sel -
AUTO 
As rotation moneu -
vers are required : 
• MODE CONT sel -
ATT HOLD 
• ACA- maneuver 
16 
• GUID CONT sw-PGNS 
From step 6 page I 
20 ACA OUT-OF-





hold via DEDA 
• Key DEDA C 400 + 
OOOOOE 
• MODE CONT sel -
AUTO 
To establish new re-
ference and maneu-
ver : 
• MODE CONT set -
ATT HOLD 
• S/ C: ROLL, PITCH, 8 
YAW sw - as desired 
• ACA - maneuver 
When maneuver com-
plete : 
• MODE CONT set -
AUTO 
•SIC : ROLL,PITCH,8 











tional mode re -
sponse 
This symptom refers 
to a lock of re-
sponse or unusual 
response in any or 
all oxes when pro-
por I ion al rotes ore 
































• GUID CONT sw-
swttch lo alternate 
guidance system 
• ACA- maneuver 
+ and - in all axes. 
PROCEDURE 




,...,.-,----- --,YES 5 JET DRIVER 
Coupled motion? FAILED OFF 
No 
Rate command 
lost in offected 
axi.s ( PGNS and AGS) 
6 •Isolate foiled 
thruster pair 
Rote command 
lost (PGNS and AGS) 
REMARKS 12 
(D This is o latching relay which 
selects either ATCA or PSA 
BOO Hz and routes to both 
T TC A's and both ACA's. It can 
foil open in AGS only, / 
PGNS only, or both . 
® These ore lotching relays 
which route BOOHz ACA outputs 
to either the LGC A/ D con-
verter ( PGNS) or lo CES 
(AGS). They con fail open 
in AGS only, PGNS only, 
or both , 
@These fuses (one per ACA) 
off eel both AGS and PGNS. 
SYMPTOM 
"A "from page I 
I 
Did failure occi, 
in AGS or PGNS ? 
PGNS 
• ACA-Maneuver t 
and -in al I axes 
Coupled motion ? 
NO 
Na response ? 
ONE 
AXIS 
28 • GUID CONT SW-
AGS 
• ACA - Maneuver 











39 GUID CONT SW 
RELAY CA2 K2, 








3 GUID CONT SW 
RELAY CH2 KS 
FAILED OPEN 
OR 
FUSE FROM 800Hz 
ATCA PWR SUP-
PLY TO BOTH 
ACA 's BLOWN . 
Isolate failed 
thruster pair or 





40 •GUID CONT"sw 
PGNS 
• AGS rate com 
mand is lost in af-
fected axis (axes) 
CONT sw-
REMARKS 
CD This is a latching relay which 
selects either ATCA or PSA 
800 Hz and routes to both 
ACA's and both TTCA' s. 
It can fai I open in AG S 
only, PGNS only , or both. 
@ These are latching relays 
which route 800Hz ACA 
outputs to either the LGC 
A/D converter (PGNS) or to 
CES (AGS) . They can fail 
open in AGS only, PGNS 
only, or both . 
@ This fuse is in the 800 Hz 
ATCA output and therefore 
affects both ACA' s and both 
TTCA' s (in AGS only). 
SYMPTOM 
Abnormal response to 
AGS PULSE or DIR 1:=t:==t::til.• 
mode commands 
Check PULSE response 
•S/C: ROLL, PITCH, YAW 
sw•s- PULSE 
• Aff ecfed ACA -
maneuver 
Is response abnormal? 
NO 
12 AFFECTED ACA 
2·1/2°CONTACT FAIL-
ED OPEN . (CONTACT 
ASSOCIATED WITH DIR 
ONLY) 
In which mode did 
symtom originally 
occur? 
Check .DIR response 
•S/C: ROLL,PITCH, YAW 
sw's- DIR 
•ACA- maneuver + and-
11 AFFECTED ACA 
2 ·1/2° CONTACT FAIL-
ED OPEN. (CONTACT 
ASSOCIATED WITH 
PULSE, DIR,6 MIN IM-
PULSE) 
CAUTION 
If failed ACA is used for 
DIR commands in affected 
axis and direction,coupled 
motion will result (only one 
jet fires). 
14 
Check PULSE response 
•S/C: ROLL,PITCH, YAW 
sw's - PULSE 
• ACA- maneuver + and -
in all oxes 




Failed ACA will produce 
no response in affected 
axis and direction if 
PULSE or MIN IMPULSE 
mode is selected. DIR 
mode will yield no re -
sponse or possibly coupled 
motion(only one jet firing) 
REMARKS 13 
(D Assumption: 
A failure exists which prevents the 
CB from remaining closed. 
@ A mechanical valve failure (foiled 
. closed) will normally be detected 
by RCS/TCAworn.lt. In some co-
ses it is possible for venting from 
fuel or ox only to cause the pres -
sure sensor to detect thrust In which 
case the CWEA will not be trig-
gered. 
® Another possibility is a foiled off 
jet driver. However, abnormal re-
sponse would be detected in all Ga 




I Gain control and 
~ II V 11s needed 
• Alternate TTCA -
apply LIV <JCIIUdeG 
l-R_e_s-po_n_s_e-no_r_m_a_l~?=----fYES 
NO 
8 GUID CONT sw-switch 




• TTCA- apply LIV as 
needed. 
If symptom was in -X 
translation only, the fai 
ure could possibly be In 
the SAL CPL switch. 
PGNS control is un-
affected. 
IN 




2 Troubleshoot affected 
TTCA (cold fire) 
• CB(IIJ,RCS SYS A 
QUAD 4,3,2,1 - open 
• CB(IG), RCS SYS B 
QUAD 1,2,3,4 -open 
• Key DSKY VII NIOE 31 
Rl=XBCXX 
• Affected TTCA -
Maneuver and ob -
serve RI 
l•W ) up x1sx x 





• CB(ll),RCS SYS A 
QUAD 4,3,2,1-close 
• CB(IG) ,RCS SYS B 
QUAD 1,2,3,4-close 
• CB(IG),INST- CWEA 
open a reclose 
7 TTCA ~T FAIL: 
ED OPEN (AFFECTED 
AXIS AND DIRECTION 
12 
LGC INBIT FAILED 
AGS control is unaf-
fected 




• Proportional mode response ts 
normal in affected guidance 
system . 
• No warning lights occampany 
this symptom . 



















YES 8 CB FAILED 1---or9- Use ENG ARM sw to 
i--➔t;_:;:~~~~---J control subsequent DPS 
'-----~------' burns (PGNS SAGS) 
0 or 3 
engine 
• Key DEDA C 343 R 
Is readout + or - ? 
+ 
Use engine START a 
STOP bp to control sub-
sequent APS burns 
~ a_A_~_s _  l __ ~ 
--....i-18- For subsequent PGNS 
burns use ENG ARM sw 
to start and stop engine . 
AGS controlled burns un-
affected . 
._ __ rl3_ For PGNS controlled 
APS and DPS burns use 
ENG ARM sw to start 
and stop engine . 
jAGS controlled burns 
unaffected . 
._ __ r16_ For subsequent PGNS 
DPS burns use ENG 
ARM sw to start and stop 
engine . AGS controlled 
burns unaffected. APS 
unaffected . 
~ ,t 2..0.:.. } 
'---__..,...2_O_AEA IS CONTINU- __ _.,_21_ Use PGNS for sub-
OUSLY ISSUING ENGINE sequent auto burns . 
ON OR ENGINE ON AGS burns are possible 
FOLLOW - UP DISCRETE us ing ENG ARM sw to 
TO AEA FAILED ON . start and stop engine. 
REMARKS 15 
.,,.- ------~ Assumption , 
1 
A failure exists which prevents 





Attempt manual start 
•When TG= 00:00 
Eng STOP pb-push 
•ENG ARM sw- OFF 
•.AJ30RT (ABORT 






6 ENG ARM SW 
FAILED 
7 
Subsequent DPS burns 
Must be armed via 
ABORT pb. 
Must be ignited with 
automatic \\on" 
command. 
i-..::::A:_P:::,S__.iµ, DOUBLE FAILURE 
IN CES 
4 ENG ARM SW 
FAILED 
OR 
RELAY FAILURE IN 
ASC ENG CONTROL 
CIRCUIT 
Subsequent APS burns 
Must be armed via 
ABORT STAGE pb. 
~ir'im~~i~g~;~~d c~~~ . 
mand ( Eng START 
bp no good). 
------.lw-'-'~ Further APS burns 
not possible 
REMARKS 16 
(j) May also apply to APS 
depending on nature of switch 
failure . 
@ APS/ DPS abort programs 
( P7O 8 P71) are not in 
SUNDANCE. 
@ Assumption: A failure exists 
which prevents CB from 
remaining closed. 




Cit' . ! . CAUTION ; ·~ Y.r" 
Th;, typo of 1,;i,,, >"~ 
I could lead to enoine t 
1
1..., ionition upon armino. / I ,,.- 1 Consult with MSFN . 




































URE (DID NOT 
ISSUE "OFF" OR 
REMOVE "ON") 
A=? 
Check AEA enoine 
on/off slotus . 
• Key DEDA C343R . 
Is readou1 + or- ? 
+ 
2 Check AEA operation 
• SIC: MODE CONT 
sel - ATT HOLD 
• A TT MON sw (both)-
AGS . 
• Monitor FDAI error 
needles . 
Are att error nee -
dies zeroed ? 
NO 
15 Consult MSFN for 
further trou ble , 
' shooting . 
l_"-_ _ __.__..--AEA DID NOT RE-
MOVE ENGINE ''oN" 
13 FOLLOW-UP DIS-
CRETE TO AEA 
FAILED ON. 
AGS attitude hold is 
lost because AGS is 
putting out zero at-
titude error signals . 
AGS auto on/off 
capability is lost. 
No power to auto 
control logic relay 
drivers. Use eng 
START a STOP to 
control subsequent 
MPS burns (AGS a 
PGNS ). 
If subsequent AGS 
controlled MPS 
burns are required, 
use ENG ARM sw 
to control enoine . 




A failure exists which 
prevents CB from re-
maining closed . 
17 
(2) This failure causes AGS 
to ignore auto on/off 
commands because it thinks 
PGNS is in control. 
I 









expected to ecreose 
CMD thrust"' 1% below 
time line and ENG I 
THRUST"' 5% below -I 
time line . Thus a 4% / 
difference could be 
ominal. 
----
• Other eng STOP 
pb-push 
Engine shutdown ? 
NO 
De-arm engine 
•ENG ARM sw-OFF . ~ 
• ABORT (ABORT 
STAGE) pb-reset 
Engine shutdown ? 
NO '' 
APS or DPS? 
DPS 
Remove power 





CDR (LMP) ENG 
STOP PB FAILED 
Remove power 
• CB (11) : AELD·open 
•CB (16) :· AELD·open 
9 DOUBLE FAILURE 
IN CES 
If subsequent burns 
are required use ENG 
ARM swto"'ll'!m1!-oi 
engine ( affected 
propulsion system 
only) . 
If DPS , DES ENG CMD 
OVRD sw- OFF 
/ 
19 
CMD THR ind 
not respond lo 
TTCA or does not 
follow lime line 
2 
AUTO or MAN 
throttle ? 
AUTO 
Shift to manual throttle 
• THR CONT sw -MAN 
Does eng respond ? 
NO 
• MAN THROT 
-change to other pos-
ition 
• THROT /JETS sw (2) 
-reverse positions 
• All TTCA-lncreose 






Possible thrust drive 
enable out bit from 
LGC foiled off 
Does eng respond J .,__~.- TTCA TRANSDUCER 
NO 
MANUAL THROTTL 
LOG IC FAILED 
9 If in the throttleoble 
range, burn may be 
continued lo auto shut-
down. Subsequent 
burns prohibited if 
throttle greater than 
60 % 
FAILED OR FUSE 
BLOWN 
•ENG THR sw - MAN ' 
•Subsequent DPS 
burns require manual 
throttling 
7 Manual throttling 
available via unaffect-
ed TTCA. For auto 
burns, select unoffect 
ed TTCA on MAN 
THROT sw 
CD Assumption : 
II 1s assumed that CMD THR 
ond ENG THR indicators 
agree ( engine is responding 
to what is commanded) . 
NO 
All rate needles 
defl ect in one 
directi on only ? 
PROCEDURE 
~ }J t} 
1--'-Y-=E:..::S:...._ _ ___ ___ ~ 4 A l l rate needles ES 
rema in at O? 
SIC: GYRO 
TEST POS RT 
SW FAILED IN-
TO UNAFFECT-
ED RATE (POS 
NO 
~l~i~~~~S) --■O■R-N■E■G 111) --■ 
How many rate 
needles remain 
at O ? 
A l l rate needles 
peg in both di -
recti on ? 
NO 
• GUID €ONT sw-
AGS 
• SIC : AGS sw -
ATT HOLD 
• S/C : ROLL, 
PITCH, a YAW 
sw - MODE CONT 
• ACA -command 
rate in affected 
ax is 
• Monitor vehicle 





e GUID CONT sw-
PGNS 
13 SIC GYRO 
TEST ROLL 
SW FAILED 





SW OR GY RO 
TEST POS RT 
SW FAI LED 
OPEN OR 










CD Before entering procedure, 
test all three axes in both 
directions 6 note discrep-
ancies . 
® ASSUMPTION : 
RATE SCALE sw is set 
to 25°ISEC, but switch 
fai I ed open when test wos 
run . Failure results in 
selection of 5 °I S EC scale. 
Light ON if helium 
press . downstream 
of regs is < 220 or> 
260 psio . 
Light enabled on 
when unstoged and 
then not until ENG 
ARM SW hos been 
placed to DES for 
first time ; or the 
ABORT pb hos been 
pushed ( the eng arm 
signal enabling the 
logic is delayed un-
til 6 sec ofter the 
eng - on command is 
issued) . 
DPS firing ? 
NO 
PROCEDURE 
i..;..;;;..;;......11t1"2- Switch regs and check 
propellant pressure • 
• DES He REG 
sw- CLOSE 




DES I a DES 2 
HI OR LO BUT 
RETURNING 
TO NORMAL ,. 
'---------,...c,4 REG I FAILURE 
Check propellant 
pressure 
• DES He REG I and 
2 sw- CLOSE 
• PRPLNT TEMP/ 
PRE SS MON sw-
DES I and DES 2 
What i s MPS: FUEL/ NORMAL 
OXID PRESS ind 
reading ? (Normol = 
235 - 245 ps i a) 
LO HI 
Check for leak or 
reg failure 
• DES He REG I sw-
OPEN then CLOSE 
Did MPS 
PRESS ind increase 
and start decreasing 
again ? 
NO 
5 Check He press. 
•MPS: HELIUM MON 
sw-SUPCRIT PRESS 
When SUPCRIT PRESS 
< 300 psi a, DES REG 
outlet p, ess. starts 
dropping below normal 
13 He LEAK BET-
WHEN DES REG SOV 
AND QUAD CH ECK 
VALVES OR CWEA / 
INST FAILURE 
2 
'-----------IMIREG I FAILED CLOSED 
Use DES He REG 2 
for DPS burns 
Shutdown DPS be-
fore FUEL / OXID 
PRESS reaches 
160psia 
• PRPLNT TEMP/ 
PRESS MON sw -
DES I or DES 2 
• Woit 3 sec 
• ENG THR CONT : 
ENG ARM sw- OFF 
• ABORT pb - re set 
• DES He REG 2 
sw - CLOSE 
(%) f descent reg foils open 
(press . > 260 psio), reg SOV 
must be closed within 8 secs 
to prevent SOV from freez-
ing open or damaging seal . 








• DES He REG I and 
2 sw- CLOSE 
• ·MPS: HELIUM MON 
sel - Cycle thru 
ASC positions 
YES 






Do not open DES He 
REG 2 if AMB HELi -
UM leak exists . 
After burn : 
• DES He REG I 
sw - CLOSE to 
prevent SUPCRIT 
HELIUM leak via 
bock flow thru 
closed REG 2 
Monitor DES REG 
worn . It and FUEL/ 
OXID PRESS meter 
SUPCRIT 




'------ If PRPLNT PRESS 
> approx 100 psio , 
DPS may be fired 
without use of AMB 




• PRPLNT TEMP/ 
PRESS MON sw -
DES I and DES 2 
AMB helium squib 
to prevent helium 
leakage via bockflow 
thru closed REG 2 
Does MPS: FUEL ES 
19 
or OXID PRESS ind He/PROPELLANT 
decrease ? ~~:~K Bt}~)is 
NO 
• Wait reasonable 
time 
Does DES REG 
worn. It come ON ? 
NO 
NO 
• Continue burn 
After burn: 
•Goto step 8 
2 
Find leak 
•MPS : HELIUM MON 
sel - SUPCRIT 
PRESS 
Is SUPCRIT PRESS 
low or decreasing ? 
Check propellant 
pressure 
• PRPLNT TEMP/ 
PRESS MON sw-
DES I and DES 2 
Shut down DPS 
Prior to FUEL / 
OXID PRESS 
reaching 160 psia: 
•ENG STOP pb/11-
push 
•Wait 3 secs 
•ENG THR CONT: 
ENG ARM sw-OFF 
•ABORT pb-reset 
•DES He REG I S 




illlllC'MPS : FUEL or YES He /PROPELLANT 
OXID PRESS ind LEAK BELOW 
decrease ? CHECK VALVES 
NO 
DES REG worn . It 
wi ll come ON . 
DPS may be burned 
with He leak during 
burn. 
Do not open DES 
He REG I or 2 until 
just prior to burn 
REMARKS 3 
(D When SUPCRIT PRESS < 300 
psi a, DES REG outlet press. 
starts dropping below normal . 
DES REG warn. It comes ON 
when press . < 220 or > 260 
psio. 
' ~ SYMPTOM I PROCEDURE 
~ f-nominal propel- I1=1=
1 ==1;1:'.II.......,.....,....,.....,.......,.....,._......_{YES 
1
.1 21 Which Indication is 
~ -~~ttemporpress . I I l DPS firino? off-nominal? 












•Continue DPS firing 
•Monitor DES REG warn. 
ti 
If DES REG warn. It comes 
ON: 
•Perform DES REG pro-
cedure 
PRESS 
Not 220-260psla l§J PRESS INSTRUMENTA-1 
c:,DE~S-=R,:::;E~G~w-=a.::.r::.,ncc:. lt::.:O;..,F=F--.-_,. I TION FAILURE I 
Are ASC TEMP and YES ,1";'11""'-------.J 
PRESS values abnormal? "'llNOICATOR FAILURE 
NO 
i!UeDes He REG I and 2 
sw-CLOSE 
Is SUPCRIT helium squib ~,l!J BOTH lr.l~0-1-----.. 
blown? ~ Which meter is abnormal? HIGH I HEAT SOAK 
NO Nor-;;;aT P:235-:245p;ii 
T=50-90°F 
I LUJ TEMP INSTRUMEN -TEMP LOW ::'TATION FAILURE OR 
PRESS NORM I COLO SOAK 
TEMP HIGH ~ TEMP INSTRUMEN-
fsAMB helium squib blown~ 
NO 
PRESS NORM I TATION FAILURE 
13 DES He REG REGU-





Monitor DES REG warn. 
It 
U1J YES ~ He/PROPELLANT 
I Is pressure decreasino? 7 LEAK BELOW CHECK 
NO _vA_L_v_E_s _____ • 
L-------1.r-I6-11 DES He REG REGULA 
- TING LOW OR PRESS IN-
STRUMENTATION FAIL-
URE J.!i.J BOTH 191 
Which meter is abnormal? HIGH/-1 HEAT /COLD SOAK 




OR LOW LgQf TEMP INSTRUMEN -
PRESS NORM-I TATION FAILURE 
~P-'-R~E-=S-=-S-'-H~IG~H.:..__-1,.l£!12I PRESS INSTRUMEN-




I Is pressure decreasino? -.... He/PROPELLANT LEAK 
NO 
~ PRESS INSTRUMEN-
'--------t_MI TATION FAILURE 
Monitor DES REG warn.It 
If before first burn, this 
indication may be due to 
absorption of helium by 
propellant. Low press.'will 
also be noted if firing 
OPS in blow down mode. 
Monitor DES REG warn.It 
If before first burn, this 
indication may be due to 
absorption of helium by 
propellant. Low press. will 
also be noted if firino 







,t=Y=E=S=W:'2:.i Select alternate 
source 
• PRPLNT QTY MON 
SW - other DES 
posit 




5 Are both "FUELS" 
more than 5 % dlf- YES 6 
ferent than both ,t=,;.;.;~~~'.'.'. _ ______ _..:i, 
"OXIDS" and not 
blank or zero? 






I •PRPLNT QTY 
MON sw- other DES 
posit 
Same abnormal indi- LY._.E.._...S__,..--
cati on? 
NO 
•Eng STOP pb/ lt-
push 
•Walt 3 secs 
•ENG THR CONT: 
ENG ARM sw- OFF 
•ABORT pb- reset 
•DES He REG I and 
2 sw - CLOSE 
I"" l 
REMARKS 5 
© Quantity indications are 
reliable only with -t- X ·accel-
eration . PQGS has 15 minute 
lifetime. 
Fuel reading may indicate up 
to 5% low for approx 10 
minutes at initial turn-on . 
SYMPTOM I PROCEDURE REMARKS 6 
I 
" ~ I, I w 
DES He REG I I I • •DES He REG I 
tb-bp I I - sw- CLOSE ~ HELIUM REG I {_., L) then OPEN . I ~ SOV FAILED ~ Reconfigure regula-Tb remains bp ? CLOSED OR TB/ - ---,, 
I INSTRUMENTA -
t'c>r1 
NO TION FAILURE. •DES He Reg 2 
I/ I Helium reo redun~ sw- OPEN • DES He Reg I I I dancy may be lost . \__ SW- CLOSED / Failure mode can ~ .. , .. .,.,,., ~ - ,,_,f) I ~no b; rn :_,_: ~ v • r;i.' ~r I ~,o t: ._.. R>-t-
I 
V 
~ HELIUM REG I 











DES He REG 2 I I • • DES He REG 2 
tb-oray. 
I I 
~ sw-OPEN .2l HELIUM REG 2 then CLOSE . 
SOV FAILED 
I Tb rem a ins gray ? 
~ OPEN OR TB/IN- ! 
NO 
STRUMENTATION 
I FAILURE. Failure mode can be 
I determ ined only during burn . 
gtY I 







\ .J:~fore and after 
venting: DES 
PROPUL : FUEL 








!Ing venting DES 
OPUL-FUEL . 
XID) VENT tb-bp 




~i,I DES PROPUL: FUEi 










Tb becomes bp? ~ VENT SOV TRAN-1 NO SIENT FAILURE. 
~ DES VENT still iso-f19 
I '"" ,,..f ~""""' ,, l, i.1J FUEL (OXID) VENT SOV FAILED OPEN 
OR TB/ INSTRU-
MENTATION FAIL-
URE . ~ Check for vent failed 
open or T B/lnst fall-
ure. 
•DES He REG I 
sw-CLOSE; lb - bp. 
• PRPLNT TEMP/ 
PRESS MON sw -
DES I or DES 2 
• Monitor MPS PRESS 
meter for pressure w 
drop 
FUEL (OXID) pres- Y 
sure drop? 
Ill FUEL (OXID) VENT 
. I sov FAILED OPE.N 




ent fuel (oxidizer) 
Ion, donotfire ED: 
DES VENT squibs 
until venting 1s de-
sired (after DPS 
burns) 
I.._N_O ____ _.,TB/INSTRUMEN -1 ~ 91Reconfigure He reg 
TATION FAILURE ■---_...,., 
• DES He REG I 
SW - OPEN; lb-arav. 
Future operation of 
FUEL (OXID) VENT 
valves must be mon-





















MON sw-DES I . 
MPS: FUEL (OXID) PRESS ~Y_E_S ___ ~:•'·1...J~ TB FAILURE 
Ind decreasing ? 
~ Cycle FUEL (OXID) vent SOV 
eDES PROPUL: FUEL(OXID) 
VENT sw·CLOSE then OPEN 
MPS: FUEL (OXID) PRESS ;..;Y-=E:..=S ___ __.,.UJ 4 FUEL (OXID) VENT SOV 




aru FuEuoxm> vENT sov I 
L..._ ________ .. I FAILED CLOSED 
Overpressure will be vented 




Sjt'MPTOM I PROCEDURE REMARKS I 
/ !'(ff'/ <D I CD Assu!!!J1tions : 
E fili WARNING ~ 
II I I 
APS pressurized before st09ing . 
. ~ APS engine must be ~ ASC PRESS LM staged? 
RED I NO shutdown to prevent ~ Isolate leak possible engine dam-
Light ON if: I age •ASC He REG I a 2 SW-
Pressure in either fuel •Eng ST0Ppb1t-push CLOSE 
or oxid tank is< 120psia I •Wait 3 sec •PRPLNT TEMP/ before and after stag- ;.ENG THR CONT:ENG PRESS MON sw-ASC 
4 CWEA FAILURE Ing. I ARMsw-OFF MPS:FUELorOXID !i •ABORT STAGE pb- PRESS 172-203psi? OR INSTRU FAILURE 
I r•ASC He REG I Pressure in either he- reset NO lium tank is < 2775psia a 2 sw-CLOSE Light stays ON . Monitor 
before staging only. I FUEL/OXID PRESS meter 
I ,. 
I 5 Is FUEL or OXID ~ He/ PRESS <120 psi or ROPELLANT LEAK 
decreasing ? 
I NO APS inoperable 
I 
7 
I ... HELIUM LEAK , 
I r' APS pressurized? YES 1Q.J Monitor helium He supply depleted. tank pressure APS inoperable . 
I NO •HELIUM MON sel -
PRESS I, PRESS 2 
.1.al Monito~ helium YE.§. Either helium tank 
tank pressure pressure < 2775 psia? 
•HELIUM MON sel- ro 
PRESS I, PRESS 2 
l!!J Monitor fuel a oxid y~ Either helium tank pres-




_gg Monitor fuel a oxid MPS:FUEL or OXID ~ He/ 
tank inlet pressure PRESS ind<l20psia PROPELLANT LEAK 
•PRPLNT TEMP/ 
a decreQsi ,g? 
APS inoperabl~ 
NO 
PRESS MON sw-ASC i 
cf>.~i~ MPS:FUELor OXID ~ 21 131 PRESS ind >120psia? CWEA FAILURE CWEA FAILURE NO Light stays ON. Use Light stays ON. Use J,j 
HELIUM MON and HELIUM MON and ~ ~~ On~lD ~ ~t PRPLNT TEMP/PRESS PRPLNT TEMFYPRESS 
MON for low pressure MON for low pressure ~ 'tL:_ • ..J ~Al I .. indications. indications . -u- - . 
~~SFN verifies nor~~ 23 lJ)~ I pressure a temp? COLD SOAK ~Eithei helium tonk~ ~HELIUM LEAK UP· NO ssure decreasing? STREAM OF REG I OR Do not burn APS if JNO ~ SOV --
temps ore below 40° 
or t, fuel /oxid temp l.!§..1 Monitor fuel a oxid 
'He supply will deplete 
1 if both He squibs hove ~ 
of 10~ tonk inlet pressure ltieen fired . KE . r ··" '/Oi "Ji{_ •PRPLNT TEMFYPRESS ............. MON sw - ASC -- ~ hL~· ~, 24 He/PROPELLANT 17 He/PROPELLANT MPS: FUEL or OXID ~ ,..... . LEAK DOWNSTREAM 
PRESS ind decreasing'; LEAK DOWNSTREAM ,.', fl • ~~ } ~ OF COMPATIBILITY OF QUAD CHECK 
EXPLOSIVE VALVES J,NO VALVES IN AFFECTED fjj;~· 1-'~~:'-) ~ Propellant will continue LINE 
to leak. Leak may be J.S!J HELIUM LEAK BE- Propellant wi II continue 1~--.~ 
hazardous. TWEEN REG I OR 2 
SOV a QUAD CHECK to leak down to vapor ( 0 -
VALVES press. and boil off. 
~ Helium tank pres-m If leak is not severe, 
Leak may be hazardous. 
e decreasing? HELIUM TANK LEAK APS may be burned by 6 -;;11-2-11 NO opening ASC He REGS 
! just prior to burn. 
~Monitor temp of he- .ill 
I 
lium in affected tank Select good tank 
•HELIUM MON sel- •ED: ASC He sel sw-
I 
TEMP I or TEMP 2 TANK I or TANK 2 




I 29 HELIUM PRES -SURE XDUCER FAIL -
I 
URE 
Use HELIUM MON 
I 
and PRPLNT TEMP/ 








ill If enoine is firino, 
II ASC HI REG I l continue firino. 
YELLOW I 
I 
Lioht ON if helium I 
manifold pressure I > 220 psia. 
I Q Reduce propellant 
I tank pressure . 
I •ASC He REG I &2 
I sw- CLOSE . 
I 
• PRPLNT TEMP/ 
PRESS MON sw-
I ASC. 











j Fuel and oxid tank 




Do nat open either 
helium reo . SOV 
until after initiation 
of next ascent en-
' 
oine firino to pre-
vent aver- pressur-




YES ~ Maintain propellant 
~ 
tank pressure . 
When FUEL a 
OXID PRESS 
< 220 psia: 
•ASCHeREGI 
aw-OPEN 
If FUEL a OXID 
PRESS aoain ooes 
> 220 psia: 
• ASC He REG I 
sw- CLOSE . 
• ASC He REG 2 
sw-OPEN . 
ASC HI REG 
lioht- ON ? 
NO 
~ DOUBLE FULL 
OPEN FAILURE 
OF REG WHOSE 
SWITCH IS CLOSED 
YES 
H Perform next step 





~ CWEA OR IN- II . STRUMENTATION 
FAILURE . 
Lioht stays ON . 
CWEA monitorino 
of reoulatar outlet 
pressure is lost . 
Use MPS: PRESS 
meter . 
. 
• ASC He REG I &2 
sw - OPEN 
REMARKS 2 
CD If propellant tank pressure 
drops below !l! 135 psia ASC 




Light ON when 
approx 10 seconds 




Is APS firing? 
NO 
2 CWEA OR INSTRU-
L-----------M'-:MENTATION FAILURE 




3 After APS shutdown: 
• ASC He REG I and 2 
sw- CLOSE 
• PRPLNT TEMP/PRESS 
MON sw- ASC 




1--'--'=-"'-----M"- PROPELLANT LEAK 
INSTRUMENTATION 
FAILURE 








lium pressure in ~ Is APS firing ? Check for other cues 
di cation ·1 c ;e---------
1 
NO • Monitor ASC PRESS 
worn. It for low pro-
pe llont press.(< I 20 
I 
psio) and ASC HI 
REG cout It for 





~ -Close regs and 
check alternate 
source 
• ASC He REG I and 2 
sw - CLOSE 
•MPS: HELIUM MON 
sel - other ASC po-
sitions 
• Check MPS : PRESS 
meter 
Does either ASC YES ~.:>1 
PRESS or ASC HI ~• Refer to appropriate 
REG It come ON? f procedure 
NO 
Fe Continue APS firing 





Does HELIUM ind 
remain some ? 
NO 
,. 
Use MPS: PRESS 
meter and ASC HI 
REG caul It to 
monitor reg press. 
Is some parameter 
in other tonk off -rzI Is APS pressurized ? YES 
IVES L__n_o_m_in_o_l_?~ ___ _, 
NO 








tank reads approx 
same as good tank . 
. IAPS7 
m 
• Compare with other 
parameter in same 
lank 
L-------.a·• IWI I PROBABLE HEAT 
.... OR COLO SOAK · 
What is abnormal 
indication ? 
BOTH ~ ■ 131 HEAT SOAK 




Both decreasing ? 
NO 
(LIJ COLD SOAK 
L...:.P.,;.R;.:E;.:S;.:S~H.:..:I G:..:.H.:_._-l~Mlllli.J PRESS IN STRU-
T EM P NORM ~ ~i1~~~1ION 
~ SLOW He LEAK 
L..:.P_R;.:E.:..:S.:..:S_::L.:..:O.:..:W ___ -l~MI ~~R~~i~~~:iON 
TEMP NORM FAILURE 
I 
YES ;:.:l"il He LEAK 
l 
iru 
• ED: ASC He sel 
SW- TANK I or 
TANK 2 (good 
tank) 
REMARKS 
CD If descent source is 
selected after staging, 
He press will read zero. 
4 
' 
.....,,SYMPTOM I PROCEDURE REMARKS 5 
' t l 
Off-nominal pro- -~ ~ 
pellont temp or press. Is APS firing ? Check for other cues 
indication NO •Monitor ASC PRESS I 
I worn. It and ASC HI REG and ASC 
QTY cout It 
I .. Do any of these ~ Refer to oppro-~ 
Close r99a and check lights come ON ? priote procedure 
alternate source 
I NO •ASC He REG I and 
2 sw - CLOSE ~ Continue APS firing 
I 
•PRPLNT TEMP / 
PRESS MON sw -
DES I and DES 2 • Go to step 5 ofter 
bum 
I 
Do MPS: TEMP/ 
~ ~DICATOR FAILURE I PRESS ind needles 
remain some? 
-------
Use ASC PRESS 
I 
If staged, TEMP ond worn. II for low press. 
PRESS go to zero monitoring and ASC 
NO 
HI REG cout It for 
I 
high press. monitoring 
~ APS pressurized ? ~ ID Which meter is I abnormal ? ---------
NO Normal : P= 172-203 TEMP AND PRESS ■QI 
psia 
BOTH HIGH 
, HEAT SOAK 
I T •50°-9C°F 
I 
!TEMP .. LOW ~ YE. II e MPS: FUEL and 
TO "A" Page 2 PRESS OXID TEMP both low? 
COLD SOAK 
NORM 
I - NO l!£I 
. TEMP INST 
FAILURE OR 
I COLD SOAK 
TEMP HIGH 131 
PRESS NORM 
TEMP INSTRUMEN-
I TATION FAILURE 
I 
~ 





I Use ASC PRESS 
warn . It for low press. 
I 
monitoring and ASC 
HI REG caut It for 




PRESS LOW J!ll .~ He/PROPELLANT 
TEMP NORM 
:: Is PRESS decreasing? LEAK BELOW 
CHECK VALVES 
I - NO 
I !ru He REG REGU-






Use ASC PRESS 
warn . It for low 
press. monitoring 
and ASC HI REG 
I 





"A" from po9e I 
PROCEDURE 
1-,1. __ ..., Wtlich meter is abnormal ? 
/ 
Normal: P,., 120 paia PRESS a TEMP 






Use ASC PRESS warn. 
It far low press. monitor-
ing and ASC HI REG 
caut It for high press. 
monitoring 
PRESS LOW 4 
c.:Tc...:E..::M:..:P=-N-=O:::R..::M~----.r Is PRESS decreasing ? 
NO 
Use ASC PRESS warn . 
It for low press. monitor-
ing and ASC HI REG 




Pressure may be low 
before first burn due to 




































/ SYMPTOM I 
Q) I 
RCS TCA Ii 
RED 
Li Qht ON if : 
One or more 








vesi-11 Any tb red ? /_ 
L
r~...,._,,....,_..,...,..,._.n.,,,......,...,.....,s / _I llf l CWEA CIRCUIT-
RY FAILURE 
~Clear false indica - / 
REMARKS 
(D T it s procedure is fer itrimory 
coil failures only. Secondary 
coil failures are covered in 
the Abnormal Vehicle Dynam-
ics1 n • c· 11 RCS let 
,.":"~ill~ 9A Pr1 11- ll'N . 
tions "/ l!'ight r~,,.;a ins ON. TCA ~ 
• CB : CWEA _ cycle fai lures can be detected 
th I only by SYS AorB 4 open en c ose ~UAD tb•s or vehicle ___.--';jl"" 
ill Does RCS TCA come ~amics . ___.,- ----------~ 
back on ? 
NO 
.__ _ _____ .. ..,_■I A,._,, 1 TR AN SIEN T 
I CONDITION 
---, ~ Isola te aff ected 
f CS thrust ers 
~
·5: sys A a B D '
UAD is olation 
YI · (with ;ed t b's) 
- CLOSE / 
NO 
. 
1.U Check f or jet foil -
ed on 
• CB : affected SYS 
QUAD TCA (with red 
lb ) - open 
• SIC : MODE CONT 
sel - ATT HOLD 
• If in PG NS :Key V76E 
• If in AGS: 
S IC: ROLL ,PITCH, 
-
( 
• RCS: TEMP /PRESS 
MON sel - FUEL 
MANF, OXID MANF 
For SYS with low 
MANF pressure , 
• If not interconnectinQ 
affected SYS MAIN 
.SOV sw- OPEN 
• If interconnecting : 
affected SYS ASC 
FEED I or 2 s111 ::.QPEN -
Does affected MANF ,.: fil 
press . increase lo 
178 ·188 psia? 
IJ 
SYS A ORB FUEL 
OR. OXID MAIN SOV 
OR ASC FEED VLV 
FAILED CLOSED 
~ SYS A ORB FUE L 
➔ OR OXID MAIN SOV 
OR ASC FEED VLV -
UNLATCHED FROM 
OPEN POSITI ON 
l 
lfil 
• aftected quads RCS 
SYS A or B QUAD 
sw - OPE.N 
fil Reconfigure system 
• Affected SYS MAIN 
SOV sw - CLOSE 
r+ • RCS : CRSFD sw -
0.PEN 
• aflacted quads RCS: 
SYS A or B QUAD I ~w-OPiN ___ , \ . , 
8 YAW sw- PUL SE .!gl Reconfigure system 
• Affec ted qua d RCS: l ~ 
SYS f!,. or B QUA D ~---------~~~tN I Affected SYS AS C 
S W - QPEN µu Type of anomaly ? -- ~i~ bii~o-~ 
• Affected quad RCS: jASC OPEN 
SYS A ar B QUAD FEED VLV _ e-imecied quad RCS : 
TCA - close L.....C'-"-'---'-----~.,. SYS A or B QUAD 
Vehicle motion results ? YES • 121 Isolate fa i led jet sw - OPEN 
NO ,__•_A_f_f e-c-te_d_ q-ua_d_R_C_S_:..., ~f :r~a~~; :irn~ Sis 
SYS A or B QUAD terminated : 
sw- CLO SE •RCS : CRSFD sw- , 
• Af#ected quad CB CLOSE ,,,_ ,_,._;,c;- / CA-J ~ 
Check far jet failed off 
• If in PGNS: KeyV77E 
• If in AGS: S/C : ROLL, 
PITCH,8 YAW sw -
MODE CONT 
• ACA - attempt to fire 
RCS : SYS\ A or B 
QUAD TCA - OPEN 
fai led Jet 
RCS TCA warn. It ON ? ~T FAILED OFF 
I
NO 
01J FUEL OR OXID 
'---------l--Q-::-U:-:AD ISOLATION 
VLV UNLATCHED 
FROM OPEN POSI -
TION 
l-
■ l,lJET FAILED ON I 
~~~ ;a~~~;~ AmG~ i~r;,ct 
or bath . If desired, 
switch to other gui d -
once system and enablE 
failed quad ta see if 
symptom e~ists 
I GI inhibit fa i led jet 
• Key V25 N07 
FLV 21 N07 
• Load RI : 
Key I 264E (If vertical 
jell 
Key I 265E (If horizon-
tal jet) 
FLV22 N07 
• Load R2 with octal 
code which identifies 
failed jet (see remark 
2) 
FLV23 N07 
Load R3 , 
IE ta disable 
• Key V48E 
• Key PRO 
• Key V34E 
~ CJ,\) 
® Octal code fo r fa i led 
IU - IOO E 4 0 - IE 
ID - 200E 4D - 2E 
IF - 4E 4F - 2E 













RCS A REG 
RED 
RCS B REG 
RED 
Light ON if , 
Helium pressure of 
RCS SYS A or B is 
< 165 or >205 psia 
Light inhibited when 
MAIN SOV's are 
CLOSED 
Are helium squib 




sure of affected system. 
•Rcs , TEMP/PRESS MON 
sel - FUEL or OXD MANF 




•RCS , TEMP /PRESS 
MON sel -PRPLNT 
Is RCS , A or B PRESS 






Light stays ON: Set Res, 
TEMP/ PRESS MON sel-
PRPLNT and monitor 
reg press. on RCS 
PRESS meter. 
RCS SYS A ORB 
REG FAILED HIGH 
(DOUBLE FAILURE) 
H11lium venting may oc-
cur, RCS caut II comes 
ON if He tank press. 
< 1700 psia . 
CWEA FAILURE 
Light stays ON. Set RCS , 
TEMP/ PRESS MON sel-
PRPLNT and monitor reg 
press. on RCS press. me-
ter 
L-------~,. 9 INSTRUMENTATION 
FAILURE 
Light stays ON. PRPLNT 
position of RCS , TEMP/ 
PRESS MON sel inop-
erative . Use FUEL or 
OXID MANF positions to 










Light ON if RCS 
QUAD temp< 119• F 
or >190° F. 
Light 9oes OFF when I 
HTR CONT: TEMP 
MON sel is set to I 
RCS QUAD 1-4 
position. 
I 
LM-3: Li9hl will 
1 
not be operative un-
less CB (16) INST: 
CWEA la closed or I 
cycled i!1lr CB 
HEATERS: RCS 
SYS A/B 182 (8) 















Check RCS quad 
temp 
• HTR CONT: TEMP 
MON ael- RCS 
QUAD I, 2, 3, or 4 
• RCS SYS A&B bad 
QUAD isolation 
valves (2)- CLOSE 
•RCS SYS A/B-2 
bad QUAD HEATER 
sw- MAN 
Does temp stay low? 
NO 









• C (16) HEATERS: 
RCS SYS A/B-2 
\ 
bod QUAD - open 
• CB (II) HEATERS: 
I 
RCS SYS A/B-1 
bad QUAD - open 
• Al low TCA to cool 
/ below 190° F 
Does temp remain 
I the some? NO 
\ 
• CB (16) HEATERS: 




• RCS SYS A/B - 2 
bad .QUAD HEAT-
ER aw -AUTO 
• Allow MSFN to aa-
aist in confirming 
exact failure before 
opening bad quad 
isolation valves 
Li9ht stays ON. 
Monitor all temps 





Capability to monitor 
RCS quad temp lost 
• 16 HEATERS: 
RCS SYS A/B-2 
bad QUAD-close 
• CB(II) HEATERS: 
RCS SYS A/B-1 
bad QUAD-close 
SYS A/B-2 AUT 
HEATER SYSTEM 
FAILURE IN BAD 
QUAD 
Manual heater ca 
bility of RCS SYS 
A/B-2 Ifill avail-
able 
• RCS SYS A/B-2 
bad QUAD HEATER 
aw- OFF 
• Allow TCA to cool 
I • CB (II) HEATERS: 
RCS SYS A/B-1 
bad Q UAD-cloH 
• Use RCS SYS A/B-
2 bad QUAD HEAT-
ER sw - MAN a, re-
quired ta maintain 
temp. 
REMARKS 3 
(D When HEATER li9ht 9oes 
OFF, RCS QUAD temp mm 
return within limits before 
HEATER li9ht will a9ain 
aianal RCS QUAD temp 




Light ON if , 
He tank press . 
< 1700 psia in either 
SYS A or B 
Light goes OFF when , 
Res , TEMP/PRESS I 
MON sel is set to 





sure of affected tank 
•RCS , TEMP/PRESS 
MON sel- He 
YES 
NO 
Light stays ON . Cap-
ability to monitor He 
press. lost . Assume He 
press. of good system 
same as that of bad 
system 
Check TEMP/ PRESS 
indicator 
eRCS:TEMP/ PRESS MON 
sel-cycle thru positions 
Do pointers move? ----------
Propellant temp Indicated 
only In PRPLNT posit; 
pointer drops to 20• F 
In other positions 
NO 
HELIUM LEAK 
When bad system FUEL 
or OXID MANF P.RESS 
~
•RCS , bad SYS MAIN 
SOV sw - CLOSE ; 
lb - bp 
•RCS , CRSFD sw-
OPEN ; !~-gray 
Use of ' pro1>.11lant e 7 
~~;nin g,, in bad ystem 
RCS A OR B :TEMP 
-------------1•0R PRESS INDICATO" 
FAILURE 
. •Cron-check RCS : 
Bad SYS QUANTITY Ind 
11 bad 1y1tem QUANTITY YES 
low or decreasing ? 
NO 
UH RCS caut It for low 
He tank pr""'". UH 
RCS REG A & 8 worn. 
It for high or low manl-
f o Id pre11. 
PRESS OR TEMP 
INSTRUMENTATION 
FAILURE 
A11ume pre11. or temp 
of bad 1y1tH1 101119 fl 






POMO less thonnominolFF~=:9t'l'-'1s a DPS,APS,or RCS 




•CB RCS bad SYS:QUAD 
I thru 4 TCA-open 
•RCS:Bad SYS QUAD llhru 
4 sw-CLOSE; tb-bp 
•RCS: Bad SYS MAIN SOV 
sw- CLOSE; tb-bp 
•RCS: Bad sys PRESS ind-
note helium tank press·. 
for later use 
•RCS: TEMP/PRESS MON 
sel-FUEL and OXID 
MANF 
Is propellant manifold press. 
< 170 psi a and decreasing? 
NO 
•RCS=BAD SYS QUAD sw-
OPEN individually; lb-gray 
Is propellant manifold YES 
pressure decreasing? 
Check helium tank pressure 
•RCS:TEMP/PRESS MON 
sel-He 
Any press . decay from he- YES 




sel- FUEL and OXID 
MANF 
Is bad system FUEL or YES 
OXID MANF PRESS ind Ji:===:::ll!t':., 
<170 psia? •Stop thrusting maneuver 
0 
Conlinue burn 
Continue cross -checking 
FUEL and OXID PRESS 
ind 
If press drops below 170 
psia: 
•Stop lhrusting maneuver 
6 POMO INSTRUMENTA-
TION FAILED IN AF-
FECT.ED SYSTEM 
Assume RCS QUANTITY 
of bad system approx that 
of good system. 
8 PROPELLANT MANI-
FOLD LEAK (BETWEEN 
MAIN SOV AND ISOL 
VALVES) 
10 PROPELLANT LEAK 
DOWNSTREAM OF ISO-
due ta propellanl leak 
7 
Do not open cross feed 
or good system wi II feed 
~Z~N i~r;r°ru1ia1dt~:s 
4 isolation valves 
LATION VALVES OR TCA .---~.:..;I I'-' 
VALVE FAILED OPEN Reconfigure 
•RCS: BAD SYS QUAD sw-
CLOSE; tb-bp 
• RCS: Remaining bad SYS 
QUAD sw- OPEN; lb-gray 
•RCS:BAD SYS MAIN SOV 
sw-OPEN; lb- gray 
•CB RCS bad SYS: GOOD 
QUAD TCA-close 
Two lhruslers lost 
r.-rr---~----, 1 };-p )' q ~ • 
Reconfigure 
•RCS:Bad SYS MAIN SOV 
sw-OPEN; lb-gray 
•CB RCS bad SYS: QUAD 
I thru 4 TCA- close 
en a sys em 
OXID MANF PRESS<l40 
psia: 
• RCS: Bad SYS MAIN SOV 
sw-CLOSE; tb-bp 
•RCS: CRSFD sw-OPEN·, 
lb-gray 
Use of propellant remaining 
in bad system lost. 
REMARKS 6 
Q) Translation .capability is losl in the 
following axes for the loss of RCS 
SYS A or SYS B . 
If sys A is lost: 
(l)PGNS loses +z,-z 
(2) -Y 
(3)AGS loses +Z , -z 
(4) -Y 
(5) -x 











The following conditions apply lo I 
~' ~'VI.+"'. 
( I ) PGNS will not command engine to 
fire. 
(2)Translation is tolally lost. 
(3)RCS thruster will fire but vehicle 
will rotate as well as translate. 
(41Translation is !~ally lost. 
(5)Translation is lost unless the 
XTRANS sw is set to 4 JET, then 
2 JET translation will occur using 
the goad SYS A orB thrusters. 
SYMPTOM I PROCEDURE .REMARKS 7 
7 I . . 
Tb anomaly af I RCS laalatian ;..w 1, laalatlan valve YES 121 / valve,, main SOV, cranfHd valvH, I 
lb red? r I TB FAILURE 
a,cent fHd ¥OM• NO \RCS TCA. warn. It ,rould ~




~ •Cycle valve and leave 
in desired position . 11.l VALVE INADVERT-
I 
YES I 
Does tb agree? • ENTLY OPENED OR 
l-' NO CLOSED I 
;..~ TB FAILURE OR 































Light ON if either or 
both buses < 26. 5 
volts. 
Several other 
CWEA lights may_ 
be ON, depending 
on f ailure. However, 
this symptom may be 
distinguished from 
other bus malfunc -
tions by noting: 
DC BUS FAULT 





and check bus 
voltages 





CDR and SE BUS 
Are bus voltages YES 
normal ? 
• EPS: POWER/ 
TEMP MON set -
Light stays ON , 
Low bus voltage 
C/W monitoring 
lost. 
BATS on low bus 
t---------,YES 4 BUS VOLTAGE 
ail bat. currents SIGNAL CONDI-
normal ? TIONER FAILED 
NO 
AUDIO CO T 
- BU 






ECS: PRI M EVAP 
FLOW sw- CLOSE 
Are current zero ? 
NO 
DC BUS warn. II 
remains ON. Low 
bus voltage C/ W 
monitoring is lost. 
•EPS: CDR BAT 
3 8 4 HI VOLT 
I ~ EPS: CDR BAT 
sw - OFF/ RESET; 
tb-bp 
•EPS: BAT 6 . 




384 HI VOLT 
~ sw-OFF/RESET; 
\~ 1---tb-b--.--p _ 
•WATER TANK 
SELECT vlv-SEC 
•GLYCOL sel - lNST 
(SEC) 
•CBECS: GLYCOL 
PUMP SEC-close (~ 
, ~ 
• SEC EVAP FLOW 
t--------c:-_.A vlv -OPEN 
\..;.=.:...-r--.,---.. , • ~fcc~nr~~~r~o:':e~~ 
r7$ _ j 
2::3 
ondory glycol 
loop operation per 
normal proc~dure 
5 Re-tie buses 
•CB EPS: CROSS 
TIE BAL 
LOADS - close 
• EPS: BAT 5 
BACK UP CDR 
.FEED sw-ON 
C/W PWR caut 
It stays ON. EPS 
tb's inop. 
• Power - down AGS 
• INVERTER sw- 1 
• LMP AUDIO 
CONT sw-B U 
• EPS:SE BAT 182 
HIVOLTsw-
OFF/RESE T ; 
tb-bp . 
I 08(16) Li$, 
ii,l,;r FE:E:!l lFIE 
(~. 
• CB{IG) -ALL 
open excepl 
EPS : DC BUS 
VOLT 
Ge, to block 17 or 
19 on page 2 
REMARKS 
CD Assumptions: 
a. CB EPS: CROSS TIE 
BUS- open 
b. CB EPS : CROSS TIE 
BAL LOADS - closed 
® CDR bus functions lost : 
See Remarks 
EPS ......_ , 
5 I ® 
@LMP bus functions lost : 
See Remarks 
EPS 
7 I @ 
SYMPTOM 
From "A" page I 
...,. 
PROCEDURE 
POWER down low 
BUS? 
LMP BUS 13 
f------------------- --Al•POWER down AGS 
CDR BUS 
17 
• POWER down-L..GC 
•SUIT FAN sel -2 
•CDR AUDIO CONT-
BU 
• CB(l 1): ALL DC 
CB 's open except 
EPS : DC BUS VOLT-
close 
• CB(l l)EPS: BAT 
FEED TIE-open 
• EPS: POWER/ 
TEMP MON sel -
BAT 6 
Is 
20 19 Power LMP bus 
with both bats. 
and reconfigure 
systems: 
• EPS: BAT 6 BAC~ 
Lf> SE FEED sw-
ON; tb-gray 
•CB ECS: GLYCOL 
PUMP sel-close 
•ECS: GLYCOL sel-
lNST / SEC 
•ECS : SEC EVAP 
FLOW vlv-open 
•Reconfigure elec-
trical loads for sec-
ondary glycol loop 
operation per 
normal procedures . 
Reconfigure for 
one bus operation 
• EPS : BACKUP 
CDR FEED sw -




•EPS: BAT 5 NOR-
MAL SE FEED sw-
OFF / RESET ; Tb -
inop 
•CB EPS: BAT FEED 
TIE(2) - open 
• CB(l6)-open all 
except : 






® CDR bus functions lost: 
See Remarks 
5ffl 





• CB (II): All DC 
CB 's open except 
EPS: DC BUS 
VOLT and EPS: 
BAT. FEEl) 
TIE (2) 
• EPS: BAT 5 
NORMAL SE 
FEED sw - ON; 




• Wait 30 minutes 
if AGS in use 
· • EPS: DES 
BAT 's sw-DEAD· 
FACE ; tb-bp 
PROCEDURE 
NO TROUBLE_S_H_O_O_T_~~-T_R_O_U~BLESHOOT 
• EPS: B T 
NORMAL SE 





Assume short is · 
in ascent ltQ98 t 
save rime. How -
ever, bus must 
now be powered 
thru cross-lie. 
• EPS : BAT 6 
NORMAL CDR 
FEED sw - ON; 
lb - inop 
,.,_-,r---- ---,YES 
Safe feeder 
• CB (16) EPS: 
BAT FEED 




tween bots. an4 
DFR) to see if 
short is in that 
area . 
• CB (16) EPS: 
BAT. FEED TIE 
(2) -close 




• CB(II) EPS: ASC 
ECA CONT-
close 
• Wait 30 minutes 
if LGC in use 
• EPS : DES BAT's 
sw- ON; DEAD-
FACE; tb-inop 
Is DC BUS 
FAULT It- ON? 
NO 
f---1-s _D_C_B_U_S __ --!v[Sr,.;,;,,-S-a_f_e_f_e-ed_e_r_--, 






















BUS (BATS I 






Li ghl ON if either 
or both buses < 
26.5 volts 
Severo\ other CWEA 
lights may be ON, 
depending on fail-
ure. However , this 
symptom may be 
distingu ished from 
other bus malfunc-
tions by noting : 




Che ck bus voltages 
•EPS : POWER/ 
TEMP MON set -





Is EPS : vo'L,: ind YES 
CDR (SE) ous 1--------------l~"""'. 
normal ? 
NO 
Is EPS : BAT 6 N 
MAL CDR FEED 
lb - bp? 
NO 
7 Check bot. of low 
bus for current volt 
• EPS : POWER/ 
TEMP MON se\ 
lb- gray? 
NO 
Couse of contact 
openinq is not de -
fined.Monitor for re-
mainder of mission. 
Closing both CB EPS: 
CROSS TIE BUS(2) 
may be necessary 
to insure continued 
power to SE 's bus. 
EPS .vol 8i amps i-:Yc.:E:::S:__ ______ __ ~ 
ind MAL? 
NO 
9 Check if bat. is 
expended 
EPS: YES 
DC BUS worn. It 
remains "ON" LOW 
bus voltage C/W 
monitor ing is lost 




To" A" page 2 
• EPS: GOOD BAT 
BACKUP FEED sw-
ON; lb-gray 




sential loads . 
REMARKS 2 
CD Assum11tions : 
a. CB EPS: CROSS TIE BUS-
open 
b. CB EPS: CROSS TIE 





Light ON if either 
or both buses 
< 26.5 V 
r-------, 
1 DC BUS 1 
1 FAULT I 
I @ I 
L _______ J 
YELLOW 
Light ON if 18 volt 
difference exists 
between DC buses 
Several other CWEA 
lights will be ON. 
Howeve"r;-this symp-
tom may be distin-
guished from other 
bus malfunctions by 
noting: 
DC BUS FAULT It-
ON 





Light ON if either 
or both buses 
< 26.5 vdc. 
r-------7 
I DC BUS t 
I FAULT 
: @ I 
L _______ ...J 
YELLOW 
Light ON if 18volt 
difference exists 
between DC buses 
Several other CWEA 
lights will be ON. 
However.this symp-
tom may be distin· 
guished from other 
bus malfunctions by 
noting: 
DC BUS FAULT It-
ON 
BATTERY caut It -
OFF 
CDR BUS POWER 
LOST DUE TO 
~;i'LE~R O~~~ 5 
• CDR AUDIO CONT 
sw- BU 
• SUIT FAN sel - 2 
• ECS., PRIM EVAP FLOW 
sw- CLOSE 
• CB(II) open all DC 
CB' s except: CB EPS 
BAT FEED TIE (2) 
• CB EPS: DC BUS 
VOLT- close 
Are DC BUS warn. It 
and DC BUS FAULT 




• EPS : BAT 6 NOR-
MAL CDR FEED 
lb- gray? 
NO 
7 EPS: BAT 6 NOR-
MAL CDR FEED sw-
OFF/ RESET then ON 
Is power restored? 
NO 
PROCEDURE 
• CB PGNS , IMU OPR-
open 
• CB PGNS •LGC/DSKY-
open 
• EPS , BAT 6 NORMAL 
CDR FEED sw-ON; 
lb-gray 




3 BAT 6 LOST 
DUE TO SHORT 
6 FEEDER OPEN 
BETWEEN ECA AND 





4 Repower CDR bus 
with one bat. and re-
configure systems 
• EPS: BAT 6 NORMAL 
CDR FEED sw- OFF/ 
RESET; tb- bp 
•EPS : BAT 5 BACK-
UP CDR FEED sw-
ON; lb-gray 
• CDR AUDIO CONT-
NORM 
•SUIT FAN sel-1 
• ECS, PRIM EVAP FLOW 
sw- OPEN 
• ca (II), Close cs's 
except for • EPS: 
BAT FEED TIE (2) 
Do not power non -
essential loads 
10 Repower both buses 
and reconfigure systems 
•EPS: BAT 6 BACKUP 
SE FEED sw- ON; 
tb- gray 
• CB EPS: CROSS TIE 
BUS (2)- CLOSE 
•CB (II) : Close cs's 
as required except 
for: 
EPS: BAT FEED 
TIE (2) 
• CDR AUDIO CONT 
sw- NORM 
•SUIT FAN sel-
• ECS, PRIM EVAP 
FLOW sw - OPEN 
REMARKS 3 
© Assumption : 
One or both CB EPS: CROSS 
TIE BAL LOADS have opened. 




One or both CB EPS: CROSS 
TIE BAL LOAD have opened 






Light ON if either or 




Light ON if : 
Bat. over temperture ii; 
I45°F(nominal) 
Bat. reverse current> 




,-- - ----, 
I DC BUS : 
: FAULT 1 
I fi I 
I 'y- I 
L ______ _j 
YELLOW 
Light ON if 18 volt 
difference exists 
between DC buses. 
Several other CWEA 
lights will be ON.How-
ever, this symptom 
may be distinguished 
from other bus mal -
functions by noting : 






Determine if bus is 
shorted by insurino 
both bats. ore discon-
nected and removing 
all bus loads 
•EPS: CDR BAT 3 S 4 
sw - OFF/ RESET; tb-
bp (BAT caut It goes 
OFF) 
•CB (II): All DC CB's 
open ~P.1 EPS: DC 
BUS VOLT 
Is DC BUS FAULT 
It- OFF ? 
NO 
Reconfloure systems 
•EPS '. BAT 6 BACK UP 
SE FEEDsw-ON; tb-
gray 
•WATER TANK SELECT 
vlv - SEC 
•GLYCOL sel -INST(SEC) 
•CB ECS: GLYCOL 
PUMP SEC - close 
•SEC EVAP FLOW vlv -
OPEN 
•Reconfioure electrical 
load for secondary oly-





CDR FEEDER SHORT 
open 
•EPS: Bad bot.(tb-oray) 
HI VOLT aw-OFF/RE-
SET; tb-bp 
•EPS '. Good bat.(tb-bp) 
HI VOLT aw-OFF/RE-
SET then ON; lb- oroy 
•CB(ll) '. Close CB's as 
required 
• SUIT FAN sel - I 
•CDR AUDIO CONT 
aw-NORM 
• ECS: PRIM EVAP 




Isolate descent stage 
wiring ( between bats. 
and DFR) to see if 
short is in that area 
•CB(II) EPS '. BAT FEED 
TIE (2)- close 
•EPS: BAT 5 NORMAL 
SE FEEDsw-ON;tb-
oray 
•CB(l6) EPS: ASC ECA 
CONT- close 
•Wait 30minutes if AGS 
in use 
•EPS '. DES BATS sw-
DEADFACE; tb-bp 
Is DC BUS FAULT It-
NO 
13 
FEEDER SHORT IN 
DESCENT STAGE 
BETWEEN ECA AND 
DFR (BATS 3 S 4 
LOST) 
• Go to block 14 on 
page 2 
II 
Assume short is in ascent 
stage to save ti me. · 
However, bus must now 
be powered lhru cross -
tie 
•EPS'. BAT 5 NORMAL 
SE FEED sw-ON; 
tb- oray 
FEEDER SHORT IN 
ASCENT STAGE 
BETWEEN DFR AND 
BUS (BATS 3 S 4 
LOST) 
• Go to block 23 on 
paoe 2 
REMARKS 5 
CD Assumption : 
One or both CB EPS: CROSS TIE 
BAL LOADS have opened. 
CB EPS '. CROSS TIE BUS -open 




CDR FOAi 8 att needles 
GASTA 
PGNS att 8 rate needles 
RANGE/ALTITUDE meter 
CDR X- POINTER 
MISSION TIMER 
THRUST meter 
RCS SYS A: 
ASC FEED I 
Last posit 
ASC FEED 2 
Last posit 
ISOLATION VALVE 
. Last posit 
QUAD I TCJ ~~:g ~ ig: All close 












LANDING RADAR HEATER 
AOT HEATER 
DOCK WINDOW HEATER 
INST: 
SIGNAL CONDITIONER I 
Prop tb'• 
Some meters 
Some CWEA Its come ON 
STAB/CONT: 
ABORT STAGE (R) 
ATCA PGNS 
LGC cont of RCS 
AELD (R) 
ENGINE CONTROL 
DPS ABORT STAGE 
ATT DIR CONTROL 
ENGINE START OVERRIDE 
Man start 
DECA POWER 
DPS eno- ON comm 
DPS shuts-down 
Eno to 100°1. throt 
No iluto-eng OFF 
£0: 
LANDIH GEAlt FLAG 














CDR AUDIO CENTER 
VHF A RCVR 
VHF B XMTR 
SECONDARY S-BAND 
XMTR/RCVR 
SECONDARY S-BAND PWR 
AMP 
UP DATA LINK 




FEEDER SHORT IN 
DESCENT ST AGE 
BETWEEN ECA 
AND DFR (BATS 
3 S 4 LOST) 
FEEDER SHORT IN 
ASCENT STAGE 
BETWEEN DFR 
AND BUS (BATS 
3 8 4 LOST) 
To power both buses 
from descent and as-
cent batteries 
ePnl(ll)CB EPS: BAT 
FEED TIE (2)-open 
eCB EPS: CROSS TIE 
BUS ( 2 )- close 
eEPS: DES BATS sw-
CONNECT; lb- gray 
eCB (16) EPS: ASC ECA 
CONT-open 
eCB (11)-close CB•s as 
required fillP.! for : 
EPS: BAT FEED TIE 
(2) 
PGNS: IMU OPR 
PGNS: LGC/ DSKY 
•Use BAT 5 NORMAL 
or BAT 6 BU FEED as 
required 
To avoid feeding into 
PROCEDURE 
Ta avoid feedin9 into 
short, do not ploce EPS: 
DES BATS sw-CONNECT 
because both BAT 
FEED TIE cs's are 
closed 
1 
To power both buses 
from ascent batteries 
only 
eEPS: BAT 6 NORMAL 
CDR FEED sw- ON; lb-
gray 
eCB EPS: CROSS TIE 
BAL LOADS (2 )-close 
•CB (11)-close CB's as 
required except for: 
PGNS : IMU OPR 
PGNS: LGC/ DSKY 
~t;;rMo: ~ol,.cn~~nl(lll1---...w-Reconfigure systems 
Tl E (2) • SUIT FAN sel- I 
eCDR AUDIO CONT-
NORM 
ASC a DES BATS 
To power both buses 
from descent ond as-
cent batteries 
eCB EPS: CROSS TIE 
BUS (2)-close 
eCB (16) EPS: ACS ECA 
CONT-close 
eEPS: DES BATS sw-
CONNECT; lb-gray 
• ECS: PRIM EVAP 
FLOW sw - OPEW 
To power both buses 
from ascent batteries 
only 
•E PS : BAT 6 BACK UP 
SE FEED sw - ON; tb-
gray 
eCB EPS : CROSS TIE 
BUS (2)-close 
.__ _____ _.,_ Reconfi911re systems 
• B ( II)- close CB's as 
required eFEEb for: 
EPS: BAT TIE (2) 
PGNS: I MU OPR 
PGNS: LGC/DSKY 
eSUIT FAN ael-1 
eCDR AUDIO CONT-
NORM 
•CB(l6)EPS : ASC ECA 
CONT-open 
•ECS: PRIM EVAP 
FLOW sw - OPEN 
/ 
✓ 
To power both buses 
from dNCMI batteries 
only 
ePnl(IOCBEPS: BAT 
FEED TIE (2)-open 
•CB EPS: CROSS TIE 
BUS (2 )-close 
eEPS: DES BATS sw-
CONNECT; lb-gray 
•CB (16) EPS: ASC ECA 
CONT-open 
eEPS: BAT 5 NORMAL 
SE FEED sw-OFF/RE-
SET; tb-bp 
•CB (Ill-close CB'sas 
required except for: 





To power both buses 
from descent batteries 
only 
eCBEPS:CROSS TIE 
BUS (2 )-close 
• CB (16) EPS : ASC ECA 
CONT- close 
eEPS : DES BATS sw-
CONNECT; lb-gray 





~ CDR BUS FUNCTIONS LOST: 
(CONT): 
ECS: 
GLYCOL PUMP AUTO TRNFR 
GLYCOL PUMP I 
GLYCOL PUMP 2 
CABIN FAN I 
SUIT FAN I 
HEATERS RCS SYS A/B-1: 
QUAD I HEATER 
QUAD 2 HEATER 
QUAD 3 HEATER 
QUAD 4 HEATER 
EPS: 
DESCENT ECA CONTROL 
DESCENT ECA 
ASCENT ECA CONTROL 
ASCENT ECA 
INVERTER I 
DC BUS VOLT 
EARTH ORBIT: 
SLA/LEM ANT 
RID INST A 
C-BANO PWR 
R/0 TLM CALIBRATE 
R/D INST 8 
SYMPTOM 
"A" f rom page I 
" B " from paoe I 
PROCEDURE 
neoot Ive data? 
NO 
will 
Was HOLD function~YE=S _________ .r-: 
being e"9rcised when • CLR pb • push 
READOUT pb pushed? YES Registers blank? 
~ ~ 
• CLR pb •push 
Registers blank ? 
READOUT PB 
FAILED OPEN 
l,__ ___ __,...-- HOLD PB 
NO 
33 DIGIT PB 
L----~ FAILED CLOSED 
/ 
3 READOUT 8i ENTR 
functions are lost. AGS 
flight display data ore 
still available. These wil 
become less and I ess 
reliable because AGS 
cannot be oli gned,up• 
doted, or calibrated. 
FAILED CLOSED 
AGS i noperoble 
REMARKS 
SYMPTOM 
From" A " page I 
18 
Check Inverter 2 output 
•EPS : POWER TEMP 
MON sw - AC BUS 
YES Are volts in green 
band ? 
NO 
• CB EPS I NV I - close 
•INVERTER sw - I 
Are any CB ( 11) / AC YES 
BUS A/B: BUS TIE 








25 Determine if CWEA 
or Inverter 2 sync. cir-
cuit failure by using 
other inverter 
•CB EPS: INV I-close 
•INVERTER .aw ;:.J_ 





Light stays ON. AC 





er 2 may be re-
tivoted liul7 
R cau It m 
due to freq 
ft . . 
failed 
2-open 
27 Reestablish Inverter 
2 configuration 
• Inverter sw-lNV 2 





II DC BUS II I 
RED 
Light ON if either o; 
I both buses < 26.5 vdc 
II BATTERY II I 
YELLOW 
Light ON if: I 
Bot. over temperature.: 
145° F (nominal) 
I Bat. reverse current > 
10 amp for 4 to6 sec 








CONFIG ONLY II 
-~ 
Reconfigure systems 
•SUIT FAN sel - 2 
•CDR AUDIO CONT-
BU 
•~~~: :~~C~~~~ ~BATTERY 6 
lf FAILURE Is EPS : BAT 6 , , NORMAL CDR FEED BATTERY cout .I1. 




vn CDR bus 
f 6 NORMAL 
OFF/RESET; 
temperoture 
H 1..1 Reconfigure system 










UP FEEDsw- ON 
tb - groy 
•CB EPS: CROSS TIE 
BUS - close 
•SUIT FAN sel-I 
•CDR AUDIO CONT-
NORM 




~II DC CB 's 
cepl :GB EPS: 
: VOLT 
=--1'!7 WARNING fj---~CAUTIONg lUS FAULT ~ CDR FE EDER I .. .1J le 
_·O~F_F_? __ .... - • SHOR T I To ovoid feeding into Connect batteries before NO ._ ______ .. short, do not close Pnl connecting loads to bus 
TIE(2) 
ll)CB EPS: BAT FEED l 
~Repower bus and re-
configure systems 
•EPS:BAT 6 BACKUP 
SE FEED sw-ON: 
lb-gray 
•CB EPS: CROSS TIE 
BUS(2)-close 
•CB(ll)close CB's as 
required except for: 
CB EPS:BAT FEED 
TIE(2) 
PGNS: IMU OPR 
PGNS: LGC/DSKY 
•SUIT FAN sel - I 
•CDR AUDIO CONT-
NORM 
•ECS: PRIM EVAP 
FLOW sw-OPEN 
l.!Q.f I I IJ Power LMP bus with 
'-------lll r..--:: I C-:-DR BUS SHORT 11-----------.r-:bo-:lh bats and recon-
figure sys !ems 
•EPS: BAT 6 BACKUP 
SE FEED sw-ON; 
lb-gray 
•CB ECS: GLYCOL 
PUMP SEC - close 





loads for secondary 





One or both CB EPS: CROSS TIE 
BAL LOADS hove opened. 
CB EPS : CROSS TIE BUS-open 
!/J CDR BUS FUNCTIONS LOST: 
SYMPTOM 
7 ~ 
ii 1: I 
J!J 
C/W. PWR ·ILMP bus power lost 
YELLOW 
Light ~N,, if CWEA . .._ ~ 




EPS: INV I-close 
RTER sw-lNV I 









termine if short 
bus, feeder, or 
,y disconnecting 
bats. individually 
,:SE BAT I 1w-
RESET; tb- inop 
: BUS FAULT 
FF? 
iNO 
:onnect the feeder 
PS : SE BAT 2 HI 
sw-OFF/RESET; 
nop 
: BUS FAULT 
FF? 
NO 
3(16) EPS: BAT 
l TIE(2)-open 




) BUS SHORT 
onfi11ure systems 
:: BAT 5 BACKUP 
l FEED sw-ON 
PWR caut It re-
s ON . EPS tb's 
,in nonoperational. 
PROCEDURE· 
FOR UNSTAGED II CONFIG ONLY 
YES 1151 ECI OR DFR ----U-§.1 Repower bus with ~. FAILED OPEN Bat 5 • CB EPS: CROSS TIE 
LMS bus OK Bats BAL LOADS (2)-close 
I a. 2 Lost. t • BAT 5 NORMAL SE 
FEED sw-ON; tb-inop 
• AGS STATUS SW-
STAND BY 
• CB (16): Close CB's 
as required 
• LMP AUDIO CONT 
sw- NORM 
• INVERTER sw- 2 
~ BAT I SHORT • (BAT LOST) 
~To power LMP' s bus - with good descent bat; and reconfigure 
systems 
•CB EPS:CROSS TIE 
BAL LOADS(2)-close 
YES 1§.J BAT 2 SHORT J-. • EPS: Good bat. HI VOLT sw-OFF/RESET -, (BAT LOST) Then ON; tb-inop 






•Lt.IP AUDIO CONT 
aw-NORM 
9 
LMP FEEDER SHORT • TROUBLESHOOT 
l NO TROUBLE SHOOT 
~ Isolate descent 
l@J Prepare to power 
stage wiring ( between 
bats. and DFR) to 
bus see if short is in that 
•EPS : BAT 6 NORMAL 
area 
e-- CDR FEED aw-ON; •CB(l6) EPS: BAT FEED 
t b-lnop TIE(2)-cloae 
I •EPS: BAT 6 NORMAL 
CDR FEED sw-ON; 
~ tb-inop 
Safe feeder •CB(II) EPS:ASC ECA 
CONT- close 
•CB(l6)EPS:BAT FEED ,.._ •wait 30 minutes if 
TIE(2)-open LGC in UH 
•EPS: DES BATS sw-
DEADFACE; tb-inop 
~ Is DC BUS FAULT 
It-ON? 
• iNO 
~ FEEDER SHORT J2.I FEEDER SHORT 
t.SCENT STAGE IN DESCENT STAGE 
"""": EN DFR AND BETWEEN ECA AND 
BATS I S 2 DFR (BATS I a. 2 
LOST) 
i 
block 32 on • Go to block 23 on 
2 page 2 
REMARKS 
(j) DC BUS FAULT It may or 
may not be . 0 N. Procedure 
same In either case. 
7 
© Assumption: 
One or both CB EPS: CROSS 
TIE BAL LOADS have opened. 
CB EPS: CROSS TIE BUS-open. 
C/W PWR caut It came ON 
as result of no power to 
CWEA 
@ LOST BUS FUNCTIONS LOST: 
FLT DISP: 
-
FAILURE PROCEDURE REMARKS 
22 
FEEDER SHORT ._ _______________ Connect batteries 
IN DESCENT !!..tlQft conoecting loads 
STAGE BETWEEN to bus, and 
ECA Br DEAD - •AGS STATUS sw-
FACE (BAT I Br 2 STAND BY 
LOST ) Re power bus as DES BA TS 
I 





I & 2 LOST) 
PnI(I6)CB EPS: BAT 
FEED TIE(2)-open 




eCB(II) EPS:ASC ECA 
CONT- open 
•CB(l6)-close cs's as 
required except for 
EPS : BAT FEED TIE(2) 
• Use BAT 6 NORMAL 
FEED or BAT 5 BU 
FEED as required 
To avoid feeding into 
short, do not close Pnl 
(16)CB EPS : BAT FEED 
TIE(2) 
required 
To avoid feeding into 
short, do not place EPS : 
DES BATS sw- CONNECT 
while vehicle Is unstaged 
because both BAT FEED 
TIE CB'S are closed 
27 
To power both buses 
from ascent batteries 
only 
•EPS:BAT 5 NORMAL 
SE FEED sw-ON;tb-inop 
•CB EPS:CROSS TIE 
BAL LOADS(2)-close 
•CB(l6)-close CB's 
as re quired 
Reconfigure systems 
•Inverter sw- lNV 2 
•U,1P AUDIO CONT-NORM 
To avoid feeding into 
short, do not close 
Pnl (16) CB EPS: BAT 
FEED TIE(2) 
Connect batteries 
before connecting loads 
to bus, and 
•AGS STATUS 
sw-STAND BY 
DES a ASC BA TS Repower bus as 
required 
•CB EPS: CROSS TIE 
BUS(2) -cl ose 
•CB(II) EPS:ASC ECA 
CONT- close 
•EPS : DES BATS sw-
CONNECT; tb-inop 
5 To power both 
buses from ascent 
batteries only 
• EPS: BAT 5 BACK UP 
CDR FEED sw-ON; 
tb-lnop 
•CB EPS:CROSS TIE 
BUS(2)- close . 
Reconfigure systems 
•CB(l6): close as re -
quired except for 
EPS: BAT FEED TIE(2l 
• Inverter sw- I NV 2 
eLMP AUDIO CONT-NORM 
•CB(II) EPS:ASC ECA 
CONT-open 
Two descent bats can-
not supply two fully 
loaded buses . 
•Pnl (I6)CB EPS: BAT 
FEED TIE (2) 0 open 
•CB EPS: CROSS TIE 
BUS(2)- close 
•EPS:DES BATS sw -
CONNECT; tb-inop 
•CB(II) EPS: ASC ECA 
CONT - open 
•EPS: BAT 6 NORMAL 
CDR FEED sw- OFF/ 
RESET; tb-inop 
• CB (16) : close cs's as 
required except for 
EPS:BAT FEEDTIE(2) 
To avoid feeding into 
short, do not close 




Two descent bats can-
not supply two fully 
loaded bases . 
batteries only 
•CB EPS:CROSS TIE 
BUS(2) - close 
•CB(II) EPS: ASC ECA 
CONT-close 
•EPS :DES BATS sw-
CONNECT; tb-inop 
• EPS: BAT 6 NORMAL 
CDR FEED sw-OFF/ 
RESET ; lb - inop 
@ LMP BUS FUNCTIONS LOST: 
{CONT) : 
,..... 
SYMPTOM I PROCEDURE 
8 
cp I 
I! C/W PWR ) 1
1
a.....---"'.r-1- 1 LMP bus power 7 lost 
I I 6~~y STAGED CONFIG 11 
YELLOW 





I DC BUS I 
: FAULT ~ I 
: (Q) : 
L---;E~~~;--J I 






1Z.J Power down bus 
and systems 
• LMP AUDIO CONT 
sw-BU 
• CB(II) EPS: INV I-
Close 




CB EPS = BAT 
FEED TIE (2) 
CB EPS = DC BUS 
\lolls 
J.1.J Repawer bus with 
~-------1~., BAT 6 BU FEED and 
cross tie. 
--------iYES J2J PROBABLE BAT 
IUS FAULT ➔ 5 OR FEEDER FAIL-- --~ 
•CB EPS: CROSS TIE 
RI 1c; (?l- ~lncA 
( •EPS:BAT 6 BU SE'- i,. 
..._ FEED sw , ON __,IJ 
ECS: 
DISP 
, II - OFF ? URE 
NO LMP bus OK . 
lermine if short 
• -- s 
as required 
•LMP AUDIO CONT 
sw-NORM 
:, feeder, or bal. M\ 
,connecting bat. \I;,/ 
~
8~1 ~:EODR-- ~ BAT 5 LOST 
F/RESET tl>-inop I ~UE TO SHORT 
JS FAULT comp YES 
II - OFF? .. : .. , 
NO 
B EPS, BAT 
TIE (2)-
,us FAULT ~ LMP FEEDER 
caut It-OFF? ■ SHORT 
NO 
1----------.r~ Repower bus and 
- reconfigure systems 
• EPS , BAT 6 BACK-
UP SE FEED sw -
ON; tb-inop 
• CB EPS , CROSS 
TIE BUS(2)-close 
• CB(l6) ,close CB's 
as required 
• EPS , INVERTER 
sw-2 
• LMP AUDIO CONT 
sw-NORM 
ri WARNING i---- ri CAUTION a--
I--+ To avoid feeding in- -+ Connect batleries 
lo short da not before connecting 
close Pnl (16) CB loads lo bus ,and 
EPS . BAT FEED •AGS STATUS sw-
TIE (2). STAND BY 
1 
ill Repower bus and 
reconfigure systems 
L_ _____ l.!QJI - LMP BUS L JU Reconfigure 
I SHORT r systems with one • EPS ( BAT 5 BACK-UP CDR FEED sw-
ON t b - inop 
.. _____ .. bu . 
EPS: 
f----------1 
• EPS , BAT 5 Back-
up CDR FEED sw-
ON; I b-inop 
CAMR: 
SEQ 
• CB EPS , CROSS 
Tl E BUS (2)- close 
• LMP AUDIO CONT 
sw- NORM 
• CB(l6)-close CB's 
as required except 
for , 
EPS •BAT FEED 
TIE (2)- open 
• EPS • INVERTER 
sw-2 
GLYCOL PUMP SEC. 
CABIN FAN 2 
DES ECA CONTROL 
DES ECA 




S-BAND ANTENNA HEATER 
DISP CABIN FAN CONTROL 
CABIN REPRESS 
Auto repress 
SUIT FAN 2 








QUAD 4 HEATER 
QUAD 3 HEATER 
QUAD 2 HEATER 
QUAD I HEATER 
REMARKS 8 
(]) Assumptions , 
One or both CB EPS , CROSS 
TIE BAL I oads have 
opened . 
CB EPS , CROSS TIE BUS-
open 
® TB's will indicate bp and can 
nol be used until power is 
restored lo SE 's BUS and 
CB (16) EPS , DISP - closed 
and CB (16) INST , SIG 
CONDR 2 - closed 
@ LMP BUS FUNCTIONS LOST: 
FLT OISP: 
EVENT TIMER/SE FOAi 8 
att. needles 
SE X-PNTR 
RCS SYS e: 
ASC FEED I 
- Last posit 




QUAD I TCTI-~~:g ~ ~g: All close 










MPS meters lnop. 
PQGS 
• FUEL/OX qty 
ASC ME REGS 
Last posit 
ECS: ,,' ~w~~ ~•T REPRESS 
Torn-sutt protection 
INST: 
SIGNAL CONDITIONER 2 
EPS tb's 
Some meters 






STAB / CONT: 
DES ENG OVRD 
ATCA AGS 
AGS stab cont 
ABORT STAGE (R) 
ATCA 
RR- LGC mode Lost 
False TCA flrin9s 
AEL D (R) 




DPS/APS auto eno ON/OFF 













S- bd ant 
SE AUDIO 
VHF A XMTR 
VHF B RCVR 
PRIM S-BAND POWER AMP 
PRIMARY S-BAND XMTR/ 
RCVR 
S-BAND ANTENNA 




S-BAND Tx /Rx 







Light ON if : 
Bat. overtemperature 
;:" 145" F (nominal) 
Bat. reverse current 
>10 amp for 4 ta 6 
sec 
Bat. overcurrent, 
,-150 to 200 amps, 
but this must be 
caused by a short, 
which wi 11 result in 
other C/W lights 
battery 
NO 
2 Check all battery 
currents and voltages 
Are a I indicators 
normal 
BAT FAULT'c~p It 
should illuminate 
when faulty bat. is 
selepted . 
NO 
it . reverse current 
ivertemp failure. 
:k for fairly even 
distribution be -
m bat. pairs I a 
1 a 4, and 5 a 6 . 
>S : POWER/TEMP 











Battery caut It stays 
ON. Bat . monitoring 
via CWEA lost. Use 
POWER/TEMP MON. 
2 
6 BATTERY LOST 
'-------t~DUE TO REVERSE 
CURRENT OR SHORT 
BETWEEN ECA S BAT 
·tempt to reset 
y bat . 
ulty bat. HI VOLT 
OFF/ RESET then 
Bat. stays on line ? 
NO 
9 ECA CONTACT IN-
ADVERTENTLY OPEN -
ED OR MOMEN -
TARY OVERCUR-
RENT 
BAT LOST DUE 
TO ECA PROBLEM 
7 Isolate faulty bat . 
and return good bat . 
to system 
•Faulty bat .HI VOLT 
sw - hold OFF/ RE-
SET until BAT caut 
It-OFF; tb-bp 
• Good bat. { in faulty 
pair) HI VOLT sw -
ON; lb-gray 
REMARKS 
(!) Assumptions : 
CB EPS : CROSS TIE BUS 
-open 
CB EPS : CROSS TIE BAL 
LOADS - closed 
9 
~ Failure of overcurrent, over-
temperature, or reverse current 
contact may cause fault , in 
addition to a true overtemp -
era ture condition. These 





Light ON if : 
A-C voltage 





Light inhibited with 
1 
INVERTER sw - OFF 
Check internal lighting: I 
-Internal lighting 
lost-AC BUS A 
failed 
- Numeric lighting 





~ al l CB(l 1)/ AC BUS YES 
A / B: BUS TIE INV 1/2 
CB 's closed ? 
NO 
11 Check for AC BUS 
short or Inverter I 
feeder short 
• CB/AC BUS A/B : Both 
BUS TIE INV I - open 
•CB/AC BUS A/B: Both 
BUS TIE INV 2 - closed 
PROCEDURE 
- oss of power to AC 
BUS A may cause: 
thrust to 100 % GOA 
lock - up 
Ge any CB 01)/AC 
BUS A/B : BUS TIE 
I NV 1/2 CB's- open ? 
NO 
PROBABLE IN -
VERTER J FAILURE 
to Inverter j 
•INVERTER sw-
•CB /AC BUS A/ B : 
Both Eius TIE 1Nv z-
open 
To " A " page 2 
Do both INV 2 CB's ... Y_E_s ___ 1_2 INVERTER I 
remain closed ? FEEDER SHORT 
NO 
13 Which Inverter 2 





..,.-/ '• ENG STOP pb/lt - de-
r. press 
• Wait 3 secs 
• ENG THR CONT: 
ENG ARM sw - OFF 
Monitor AC system 
performance and con-
tinue thrusting if 
satisfactory 
9 Upon completion of 
DPS firing : 
• Go to nl!)(t step and 
troubleshoot AC system, 
reversing Inverter 
numbers, i.e. , I for 2 
and 2 for I . 
DPS firing 
a. CB/AC BUS A/B: BUS 
TIE INV I and 2 (4) -
closed 
b. Inverter sw - INV I 
c. CB EPS: INV I and 2-
closed 
DPS not firing 
a. CB/AC BUS A/B : BUS 
TIE INV I and 2(4)-
closed 
b. Inverter sw- I NV 2 
c. CB EPS : INV 1-o en 
hort may be on a bus or 
eeder which does not impair 
unction of AC BUS A. 
Do not close CB/ AC 
BUS B: BUS TIE INV 
I or 2 
1 If Inverter I is. re -
quired I ater : 
,_ ____________ - -
•CB/AC BUS A : BUS 
Tl E INV I - close 
17 If Inverter I is re-
quired later : 
•CB/AC BUS B: BUS 






MAX POWER DOWN CHECKLIST 
(UNSTAGED - 20.4) 
(STAGED - 17.7) 
l EARTH/LUNAR - PWR OFF 
LTG - OFF 
MASTER ARM - OFF 
S-BAND T/R - T/R 
ICS T/R - T/R 
VOX-ICS/XMTR 
VHF A - T /R 
VHF B - OFF 
COAS - OFF 
2 TIMER CONT - STOP 
OVERRIDE ANUN - OFF 
OVERRIDE NUM - OFF 
OVERRIDE INTEGRAL - OFF 
SIDE PANELS - OFF 
FLOOD OVHD/FWD - BRIGHT 
ANUN/NUM - BRIGHT 
INTEGRAL - DIM 
3 ATTITUDE MON - PGNS 
GUID CONT - PGNS 
ENG ARM - OFF 
PRPLNT OTY MON - OFF 
MPD-l 
PRPLNT TEMP/PRESS MON - ASC 
HELIUM MON - OFF 
TEMP/PRESS MON - He 
GLYCOL - PUMP l 
SUIT FAN - l 
02/H20 OTY MON - DES 
4 ENG GMBL - ENABLE 
DES ENG CMD OVRD - OFF 
RADAR TEST - OFF 
ATTITUDE CONTROL (3) - PULSE 
MODE CONTROL - ATT HOLD 
DET - Uo And Stop 
RCS SYS A/B - 2 QUAD 1 ,2,3,4 - AUTO 
LTG: SIDE PANELS - OFF 
FLOOD - OVHD/FWD 
OVHD/FWD - BRIGHT 
EXTERIOR LTG - OFF 
LAMP/TONE TEST - OFF 
AGS STATUS - OFF 
MPD-2 
5 POWER/TEMP MON - ED/OFF 
INVERTER - OFF 
BAT 1 ,2,3,4 - tb-gray 
DES BATS - tb-gray 
BAT 5&6 NORMAL & BACKUP FEED (4) tb-bp 
S-BAND T/R - T/R 
ICS T/R - T/R 
VOX - ICS/XMTR 
VHF A T /R 
VHF B - OFF 
VHF A RCVR VOICE BU - OFF 
S-BAND MODULATE - PM 
XMTR/RCVR - PRIM 
PMP AMPL - OFF 
VOICE - VOICE 
PCM - PCM 
RANGE - RANGE 
VHF A XMTR & RCVR - ON 
VHF B XMTR & RCVR - OFF 
TELEMETRY BIOMED - LEFT 
TELEMETRY - HI 
RECORDER - OFF tb-bp 
S-BAND - FWD OR AFT 
SUIT !SOL (2) - SUIT FLOW 






CB ( 11) 
ALL OPEN 
ALL OPEN EXCEPT: 
RCS SYS A: MAIN SOV - CLOSE 
!SOL VLV - CLOSE 
ASC FEED 2 - CLOSE 
ASC FEED 1 - CLOSE 
COAS - CLOSE 
ALL OPEN EXCEPT: 
PROP: DES HE REG/VENT - CLOSE 
INST: SIG CONDR 1 - CLOSE 
STAB/CONT: ATCA (PGNS) - CLOSE 
AELD - CLOSE 
ENG CONT - CLOSE 
ATT DIR CONT - CLOSE 
ENG START OVRD - CLOSE 
LTG: ANUN/DOCK/COMPNT - CLOSE 
ALL OPEN EXCEPT: 
HEATERS RCS SYS A/B -1: QUAD 4 - CLOSE 
QUAD 3 - CLOSE 
QUAD 2 - CLOSE 
QUAD 1 - CLOSE 
MPD-3 
ECS: SUIT FAN l - CLOSE 
GLYCOL PUMP 2 & l - CLOSE 
I GLYCOL PUMP AUTO TRNFR - CLOSE 
COMM: SEC S-BD XMTR/RCVR - CLOSE 
SEC S-BD PWR AMPL - CLOSE 
VHF B XMTR - CLOSE 
VHF A RCVR - CLOSE 
CDR AUDiO - CLOSE 
ROW 5: ALL OPEN EXCEPT: 
EPS: BAT FEED TIE (2) - Close 
CROSS TIE BAL LOADS - Close 
XLUNAR BUS TIE - Close 
DES ECA CONT - Close 
DES ECA - Close 
ASC ECA - CLOSE 
DC BUS VOLT - CLOSE 
DFI PWR - OFF 
8 CB(l6) 
ROW l: ALL OPEN EXCEPT: 
RCS SYS B: ASC FEED l - CLOSE 
ASC FEED 2 - CLOSE 
ISOL VLV - CLOSE 
OUAD l TCA - CLOSE 
QUAD 2 TCA - CLOSE 
nUAD 3 TCA - CLOSE 
QUAD 4 TCA - CLOSE 
CRSFD - CLOSE 
TEMP/PRESS DISP-FLAGS - CLOSE 
PQGS DISP - CLOSE 
MAIN SOV - CLOSE 
PROPUL: TEMP/PRESS DISP-FLAGS - CLOSE 
PQGS - CLOSE 
ASC HE REG - CLOSE 
ROW 2: ALL OPEN EXCEPT: 
LTG: FLOOD - CLOSE 
TRACK - CLOSE 
ANUN/DOCK/COMPNT - CLOSE 
MASTER ALARM - CLOSE 
STAB/CONT: 
ENG ARM - CLOSE 
AELD - CLOSE 
INST: CWEA - CLOSE 
SIG SENSOR - CLOSE 
PCM/TE - CLOSE 
SIG CONDR 2 - CLOSE 
ECS: SUIT/FLOW-CONT - CLOSE 
SUIT/CABIN REPRESS - CLOSE 
ROW 3: ALL OPEN EXCEPT: 
COMM: SE AUDIO - CLOSE 
VHF A XMTR - CLOSE 
VHF B RCVR - CLOSE 
MPD-4 
PRIM S-BD PWR AMPL - CLOSE 
XMTR/RCVR - CLOSE 
S-BD ANT - CLOSE 
PMP - CLOSE 
ECS: DISP - CLOSE 
PRIM GLYCOL EVAP FLOW - CLOSE 
CABIN REPRESS - CLOSE 
SUIT FAN 2 - CLOSE 
SUIT FAN AP - CLOSE 
DIVERT VLV - CLOSE 
CO2 SENSOR - Close 
ROW 4: ALL OPEN EXCEPT: 
.HEATERS: RCS SYS A/B - 2 
QUAD l - Close 
QUAD 2 - Close 
QUAD 3 - Close 
QUAD 4 - Close 
EPS: DISP - CLOSE 
DC BUS VOLT - CLOSE 
ASC ECA - CLOSE 
DES ECA - Close 
DES ECA CONT - Close 
XLUNAR BUS TIE - Close 
CROSS TIE BAL LOADS - Close 






PARTIAL POWER DOWN CHECKLIST #1 
(UNSTAGED 47.6a) 
(STAGED 45.0a) 
For Subsequent Power Un, or 
To be Onerational Immediately After 
Power Up 
EARTH/LUNAR - PWR OFF 
L TG - OFF 
MASTER ARM - OFF 
S-BAND T/R - T/R 
ICS T/R - T/R 
VOX - ICS/XMTR 
AUDIO CONT - NORM 
VHF A - T/R 
VHF B - OFF 
COAS - OFF 
TIMER CONT - START 
OVERRIDE ANUN - OFF 
OVERRIDE NUM - OFF 
OVERRIDE INTEGRAL - OFF 
SIDE PANELS - ON 
FLOOD OVHD/FWD - BRIGHT 
ANUN/NUM - BRIGHT 
INTEGRAL - BRIGHT 
ATTITUDE MON - PGNS 
GUID CONT - PGNS 
THR CONT - AUTO 
MAN THROT - CDR · 
ENG ARM - OFF 
PRPLNT nTY MON - OFF 
PRPLNT TEMP/PRESS MON - ASC 
HELi UM MON - OFF 
TEMP/PRESS rvxJN - He 
GLYCOL - PUMP .l 
SUIT FAN - l 
02/H20 nTY MON - DES 
ENG GMBLE - ENABLE 
DES ENG CMD OVRD - OFF 
RADAR TEST - OFF 
ATTITUDE CONTROL (3) - PULSE 
MODE CONTROL - ATT HOLD 
DET - Up and Stop 
RCS SYS A/B - 2 OUAD 1 ,2,3,4 - ~UTO 
LTG: SIDE PANELS - ON 
FLOOD - OVHD/FWD 
I 
OVHD/FWD - BRIGHT 
EXTERIOR LTG - OFF 
LAMP/TONE TEST - OFF 
ACA/4 JET (2) - ENABLE 
PD#l-2 
· TTCA/TRANSL (2) - ENABLE 
AGS STATUS OPERATE 
5 POWER/TEMP MON - ED/OFF 
INVERTER - 2 
BAT l ,2,3,4 - tb-gray 
DES BATS - tb-gray 
BAT 5&6 NORMAL & BACKUP FEED (4) tb.bp 
S-BAND T/R - T/R 
res T/R - T/R 
VOX - ICS/XMTR 
VHF A - T/R 
VHF B - OFF 
VHF A RCVR VOICE BU - OFF 
S-BAND MODULATE - PM 
XMTR/RCVR - PRIM 
PWR AMPL - OFF 
VOICE - OVICE 
PCM - PCM 
RANGE - RANGE 
VHF A XMTR & RCVR - ON 
VHF B XMTR & RCVR - OFF 
TELEMETRY BIOMED - LEFT 
TELEMETRY - HI 
RECORDER - OFF tb-bp 
TRACK MODE - OFF 
6 OSI PRIMARY - ON SECONDARY - OFF 
7 CB( 11) 
ROW l: ALL OPEN EXCEPT 
AC BUS B: NUM LTG - CLOSE 
BUS TIE INV 2 & l - CLOSE 
AC BUS A: BUS TIE INV 2 & l - CLOSE 
AC BUS VOLT - CLOSE 
CDR WIND HTR - CLOSE 
TAPE RCDR - CLOSE 
DECA GMBL - CLOSE 
INTGL LTG - CLOSE 
ROW 2: ALL OPEN EXCEPT: 
RCS SYS A: MAIN SOV - CLOSE 
QUAD 4 TCA - CLOSE 
OUAD 3 TCA - CLOSE 
QUAD 2 TCA - CLOSE 
QUAD l TCA - CLOSE 
ISOL VLV - CLOSE 
ASC FEED 2 - CLOSE 
ASC FEED 1 - CLOSE 
.PD#l-3 
FLIGHT DISPLAYS: MISSION TIMER - CLOSE 
COAS - CLOSE 
ROW 3: ALL OPEN EXCEPT: 
PROP: DES HE REG/VENT ·~ CLOSE 
HEATERS: RNDZ RDR STBY & OPER - CLOSE 
AOT - CLOSE 
DOCK WINDOW - CLOSE 
INST: SIG CONDR l - CLOSE 
STAB/CONT: ATCA (PGNS) - CLOSE 
AELD - CLOSE 
ENG CONT - CLOSE 
ATT DIR CONT - CLOSE 
ENG START OVRD - CLOSE 
DECA PWR - CLOSE 
LTG: ANUN/DOCK/COMPNT - CLOSE 
ROW 4: ALL OPEN EXCEPT: 
HEATERS RCS SYS A/B -l: QUAD 4 - CLOSE 
OUAD 3 - CLOSE 
QUAD 2 - CLOSE 
QUAD 1 - CLOSE 
ECS: SUIT FAN l - CLOSE 
GLYCOL PUMP 2 & l - CLOSE 
GLYCOL PUMP AUTO TRNFR - CLOSE 
COMM: SEC S-BD XMTR/RCV:R ·- CLOSE 
SEC S-BD PWR AMPL - CLOSE . 
VHF B XMTR - CLOSE , 
VHF A RCVR - CLOSE 
CDR AUDIO - CLOSE 
PGNS: LGC/DS KY - CLOSE 
IMU STBY - CLOSE 
IMU OPR - CLOSE 
ROW 5: ALL OPEN EXCEPT: 
EPS: BAT FEED TIE (2) - CLOSE 
CROSS TIE BAL LOADS - CLOSE 
XLUNAR BUS TIE - CL-OSE-
/ ... ' 
DES ECA CONT - CLOSE 
DES ECA - CLOSE 
ASC ECA - CLOSE 
DC BUS VOLT - CLOSE 
8 CB(l6) 
ROW 1: ALL OPEN EXCEPT : 
RCS SYS B: ASC FEED 1 - CLOSE 
ASC FEED 2 - CLOSE 
ISOL VLV - CLOSE 
ROW 2: 
ROW 3: 
QUAD l TCA - CLOSE 
QUAD 2 TCA - CLOSE 
QUAD 3 TCA - CLOSE 
QUAD 4 TCA - CLOSE 
· CRSFD - CLOSE 
PD#l-4 
TEMP/PRESS DISP-FLAGS - CLOSE 
PQGS DISP - CLOSE 
MAIN SOV - CLOSE 
PROPUL: TEMP/PRESS DISP-FLAGS - CLOSE 
PQGS - CLOSE 
ASC HE REG - CLOSE 
ALL OPEN EXCEPT: 
L TG: FLOOD - CLOSE 
TRACK . - CLOSE 
ANUN/DOCK/COMPNT - CLOSE 
MASTER ALARM - CLOSE . 
STAB/CONT: AEA - CLOSE 
ENG ARM - CLOSE 
ASA - CLOSE 
AELD - CLOSE 
ATCA - CLOSE 
ATCA AGS - CLOSE 
INST: CWEA - CLOSE 
SIG SENSOR - CLOSE 
PCM/TE - CLOSE 
SIG CONDR 2 - CLOSE 
ECS: SUIT/FLOW-CONT - CLOSE 
SUIT /CABIN REPRESS - CLOSE 
ALL OPEN EXCEPT: 
COMM: SE AUDIO - CLOSE 
VHF A XMTR - CLOSE 
VHF B RCVR - CLOSE 
PRIM S-BD PWR AMPL - CLOSE 
XMTR/RCVR - CLOSE 
S-BD ANT - CLOSE 
PMP - CLOSE 
ECS: DISP - CLOSE 
PRIM GLYCOL EVAP FLOW - CLOSE 
CABIN REPRESS - CLOSE 
SUIT FAN 2 - CLOSE 
SUIT FAN ~p - CLOSE 
DIVERT VLV - CLOSE 
CO2 SENSOR - Close 
PD#l-5 
ROW 4: ALL OPEN EXCEPT: 
HEATERS: RCS SYS A/B 2: QUAD 1 - CLOSE 
OUAD 2 - CLOSE 
OUAD 3 - CLOSE 
· QUAD 4 - CLOSE 
EPS: DISP - LCOSE 
DC BUS VOLT - CLOSE 
INV 2 - CLOSE, ASC ECA - CLOSE 
DES ECA - CLOSE 
DES ECA CONT - CLOSE 
XLUNAR BUS TIE - CLOSE 
CROSS TIE BAL LOADS - CLOSE 
BAT FEED TIE (2) ~ CLOSE 
PARTIAL POWER DOWN CHECKLIST 
(UNSTAGED 30.6a) 
(STAGED 27.9a) 
For Subsequent Power Up, or 
PD#2-l 
To ·Be Operational 2 Hrs After Power Up 
l EARTH/LUNAR - PWR OFF 
LTS - OFF 
MASTER ARM - OFF 
S-BAND T/R:.. T/R 
JCS T/R - T/R 
VOX - ICS/XMTR 
VHF A-T/R 
VHF B - OFF 
COAS - OFF 
2 TIMER CONT - STOP 
OVERRIDE ANUN - OFF 
OVERRIDE NUM - OFF 
OVERRIDE INTEGRAL - OFF 
SIDE PANELS - ON 
FLOOD OVHD/FWD ~ BRIGHT 
ANUN/NUM - BRIGHT 
INTEGRAL - BRIGHT 
3 ATTITUDE MON - PGNS 
GUID CONT - PGNS 
TH R CONT - AUTO 
MAN THROT - CDR 
ENG ARM - OFF 
PRPLNT QTY MON ~ OFF 
DRPLNT TEMP/PRESS MON - ASC 
HELIUM MON - OFF 
TEMP/PRESS MON - He 
ATTITUDE MJN - AGS 
GLYCOL - PUMP l 
SUIT FAN - l 
02/H20 OTY MON - DES 
4 ENG GMBL - ENABLE 
DES ENG CMD OVRD - OFF 
RADAR TEST - OFF 
ATTITUDE CONTROL (3) - PULSE 
MODE CONTROL - ATT HOLD 
DET - Up And Stop 
RCS SYS A/B-2 OUAD l ,2,3,4 - AUTO 
LTG: SIDE PANELS - ON 
FLOOD - OVHD/FWD 
OVHD/FWD - BRIGHT 
EXTERIOR LTG - OFF 
LAMP/TONE TEST - OFF 
ACA/4 J_ET (2) - ENABLE 
PD#2-2 
TTCA/TRANSL (2) - ENABLE 
AGS STATUS - STBY 
5 POWER/TEMP MON - ID/OFF 
INVERTER - 2 
BAT l ,2,3,4 - tb-gray 
DES BATS - tb-gray 
BAT 5&6 NORMAL & BACKUP FEED (4) tb-bp 
S-BAND T/R - T/R 
ICS T/R - T/R 
VOX - ICS/XMTR 
VHF A T/R 
VHF B_ - OFF 
VHF A RCVR VOICE BU - OFF 
S-BAND MODULATE - PM 
XMTR/RCVR - PRIM 
PWR AMPL - OFF 
VOICE - VOICE 
·PCM - PCM 
RANGE - RANGE 
VHF A XMTR & RCVR - ON 
VHF B XMTR & RCVR - OFF (SQUELCH -3) 
TELEMETRY BIOMED - LEFT 
TELEMETRY - HI 
RECORDER - OFF tb-bp 
TRACK MODE - OFF 
6 DFI PRIMARY - ON SECONDARY - ON 
7 CB ( 11) 
ROW l: ALL OPEN EXCEPT . 
AC BUS B: NUM LTG - CLOSE 
BUS TIE INV 2 & l - CLOSE 
AC BUS A: BUS TIE INV 2 & l - CLOSE 
AC BUS VOLT - CLOSE 
CDR WIND HTR - CLOSE 
TAPE RCDR - CLOSE 
INTGL LTG - CLOSE 
ROW 2: ALL OPEN EXCEPT: 
RCS SYS A: MAIN SOV - CLOSE 
!SOL VLV - CLOSE . 
ASC FEED 2 - CLOSE 
ASC FEED l - CLOSE 
FLIGHT DISPLAYS: MISSION TIMER - CLOSE 
COAS - CLOSE 
ROW 3: ALL OPEN EXCEPT: 
PROP: DES HE REG/VENT - CLOSE 
HEATERS: RNDZ RDR STBY & OPR - CLOSE 
AOT - CLOSE 
/ 
PD#2-3 
DOCK WINDOW - CLOSE 
INST: SIG CONDR l - CLOSE 
STAB/CONT: 
AELD - CLOSE 
ENG CONT - CLOSE 
ATT DIR CONT - CLOSE 
ENG START OVRD - CLOSE 
LTG: ANUN/DOCK/COMPNT - CLOSE 
ROW 4: ALL OPEN EXCEPT: 
HEATERS RCS SYS A/B -1: OUAD 4 - CLOSE 
QUAD 3 - CLOSE 
OUAD 2 - CLOSE 
OUAD l - CLOSE . 
ECS: . SUIT FAN l - CLOSE 
GLYCOL PUMP 2 & l - CLOSE 
GLYCOL PUMP AUTO TRNFR - CLOSE 
COMM: SEC S-BD XMTR/RCVR - CLOSE 
SEC S-BD PWR AMPL - CLOSE 
~HF B XMTR - CLOSE 
VHF A RCVR - CLOSE 
CDR AUDIO - CLOSE 
PGNS: LGC/DSKY - CLOSE 
IMU STBY - CLOSE 
ROW 5: ALL OPEN EXCEPT: 
EPS: BAT FEED TIE (2) - CLOSE 
CROSS TIE BAL LOADS - CLOSE 
XLUNAR BUS TIE - CLOSE 
DES ECA CONT - CLOSE 
DES ECA - CLOSE . 
ASC ECA - CLOSE 
DC BUS VOLT - CLOSE 
DFI POWER - OFF 
8 CB(l6) 
ROW l: ALL OPEN EXCEPT: 
RCS SYS B: ASC FEED l - CLOSE 
ASC FEED 2 - CLOSE 
!SOL VLV - CLOSE 
CRSFD - CLOSE 
TEMP/PRESS □ ISP-FLAGS - CLOSE 
POGS DISP - CLOSE 
MAIN SOV - CLOSE 
PROPUL: TEMP/PRESS □ ISP-FLAGS - CLOSE 
PQGS - CLOSE 
ASC HE REG - CLOSE 
ROW 2: ALL OPEN EXCEPT: 
LTG: FLOOD - CLOSE 
TRACK - CLOSE 
PD#2-4 
ANUN/D0CK/C0MPNT - CLOSE 
MASTER ALARM - CLOSE 
STAB/CONT: AEA - CLOSE 
ENG ARM - CLOSE 
· ASA - CLOSE 
AELD - CLOSE 
INST: CWEA - CLOSE 
SIG SENSOR - CLOSE 
PCM/TE - CLOSE 
SIG CONDR 2 - CLOSE 
ECS: SUIT/FLOW-CONT - CLOSE 
SUIT/CABIN REPRESS - CLOSE 
ROW 3: ALL OPEN EXCEPT: 
COMM: · SE AUDIO - CLOSE 
VHF A XMTR - CLOSE 
VHF B RCVR - CLOSE 
PRIM S-BD PWR AMPL - CLOSED 
XMTR/RCVR - · CLOSE 
S-BD ANT - CLOSE 
PMP - CLOSE 
ECS: DISP - CLOSE 
PRIM GLYCOL EVAP FLOW - CLOSE 
CABIN REPRESS - CLOSE 
SUIT FAN 2 - CLOSE 
SUIT FAN ~p - CLOSE 
DIVERT VLV - CLOSE 
CO2 SENSOR - Close 
ROW 4: ALL OPEN EXCEPT: 
HEATERS RCS SYS A/B 2: QUAD 1 - CLOSE 
0UAD 2 - CLOSE 
QUAD 3 - CLOSE 
QUAD 4 - CLOSE 
EPS: DISP - CLOSE 
DC BUS VOLT - CLOSE 
INV 2 - CLOSE 
ASC ECA - CLOSE 
DES ECA - CLOSE 
DES ECA CONT - CLOSE 
XLUNAR BUS TIE - CLOSE 
CROSS TIE BAL LOADS - CLOSE 
BAT FEED TIE (2) - CLOSE 
